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AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF

HIGH TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTING MICROSTRIP

ANTENNAS AT K- AND Ka-BAND FREQUENCIES

Abstract

by

MARK ADRIAN RICHARD

The recent discovery of high temperature superconductors (HTS) has

generated a substantial amount of interest in microstrip antenna applications.

However, the high permittivity of substrates compatible with FITS results in

narrow bandwidths and high patch edge impedances of such antennas. To

investigate the performance of superconducting microstrip antennas, three

antenna architectures at K and Ka-band frequencies are examined. Super-

conducting microstrip antennas that are directly coupled, gap coupled, and

electromagnetically coupled to a microstrip transmission line have been designed

and fabricated on lanthanum aluminate substrates using YBazCu307 super-

conducting thin films. For each architecture, a single patch antenna and a four

element array were fabricated. Measurements from these antennas, including

input impedance, bandwidth, patterns, efficiency, and gain are presented. The

measured results show useable antennas can be constructed using any of the

architectures. All architectures show excellent gain characteristics, with less than

2 dB of total loss in the four element arrays. Although the direct and gap



coupled antennas are the simplest antennas to design and fabricate, they suffer

from narrow bandwidths. The elecromagnetically coupled antenna, on the other

hand, allows the flexibility of using a low permittivity substrate for the patch

radiator while using I-ITS for the feed network, thus increasing the bandwidth

while effectively utilizing the low loss properties of HTS. Each antenna

investigated in this research is the first of its kind reported.
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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1 Background: Communication System Requirements

In the world today, wireless communication has become very important.

Commercial broadcasting services, such as television and radio, military

communication networks, and personal communication all play important roles

in our daily activity. All of these communication services have proliferated in

recent years. With the increase of radio-wave activity, the electromagnetic

spectrum has become quite crowded, forcing users to reduce bandwidth or move

to higher, unoccupied frequency bands. Traditionally, the microwave spectrum,

especially the C and X band frequencies, has been used for space satellite

communication. However, because of band crowding, newer generation satellites

have begun to use Ku (12-18 GHz), K (18-26.5 GHz), and even Ka (26.5 - 40

GHz) band frequencies. For instance, NASA's Advanced Communication

Technology Satellite, to be launched in 1994, will use a 20 GHz downlink and a

30 GHz uplink. In the commercial sector, products for wireless computer

networks which use an 18 GHz carrier are being marketed 1, as are truly global

cellular telephones which communicate directly with orbiting satellites using K-
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band frequencies2. Inter-satellite communication links using a 60 GHz carrier

frequency are also being consideredfor satellite networks. This trend towards

higher frequencycommunication is quite pronouncedand is expectedto continue

into the future as personal communication and other forms of wireless

communication increasein popularity.

Traditionally, waveguideor coaxial componentsalong with parabolic dish

antennashavebeenemployedfor microwavecommunication circuitry. However,

for satellite applications, these componentsare less than ideal becauseof their

heavy weight and bulky structure. Although the size and thus weight of

waveguide components decreaseswith increasing frequency, components also

become exceedinglyexpensivebecauseof the tight machining tolerances that

must be employed when fabricating high frequency components.

Size and weight, though, do not tell the whole story. Today's

communication circuitry require the use of solid state components such as

transistors and diodes which are not easily incorporated into waveguide circuitry.

In fact, another unmistakable trend in the communication area is a trend towards

increased integration. Over the past decade, monolithic microwave integrated

circuits (MMIC's) have become available. It is because of such circuits that

microwave personal communication systems have become affordable. In the

drive towards higher frequencies, smaller size components, and integratability,

one area that has been given particular attention is the antenna.
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In this research, the application of a promising new technology, high

temperature superconductivity,wasinvestigatedfor usein antennasystems.The

focus of this researchwas, first, to find practical waysof using superconductors

in high frequencymicrostrip antennasand, secondly,to investigateexperimentally

the performance advantagesof HTS antennasover antennas fabricated using

conventionalmetals. For this research,severaldifferent typesof superconducting

antennas were designed and fabricated. Each one was the first of its kind

reported.

1.2 Microstrip Antennas

Since the days when antennas were first used to transmit electromagnetic

energy, the search has been on for low profile radiators. One of the first such

antennas was invented by Booker 3, who investigated a low profile slot antenna.

Since that time, a new class of low profile antennas, called microstrip antennas,

has been discovered and thoroughly investigated. The microstrip antenna in its

basic form is shown in Figure 1-1. A metal patch, printed on a dielectric

substrate, forms a resonant cavity with the ground plane on the backside of the

dielectric substrate. This cavity radiates a portion of its energy from the open

sides. It is this radiation which causes the microstrip patch to act like an antenna.

The invention of the printed circuit antenna is generally attributed to

DesChamps as early as 19534. Although the unwanted radiation from printed

circuit transmission lines (stripline) was well known 5, there was little interest in

exploiting this radiation to form an antenna. Thus, the microstrip antenna
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Patch Antenna ... /

Ground Plane

Figure 1-1: The geometry of a microstrip patch antenna.

concept was largely ignored until the early 1970's. A special conference on the

topic of microstrip antennas, convened at I_as Cruces, New Mexico in 19796,

represented the beginning of the flood of research done on the topic. The

proceedings from this conference were published in a special issue of the IEEE

Transactions on Antennas and Propagan'on 7. One of the main reasons that the

field of microstrip antennas remained dormant for so long was because of

manufacturing concerns. Until the early 1980's, low cost, low permittivity

substrates with uniform properties were unavailable. Only then did

manufacturers begin to offer substrates with tighter tolerances and greater

resistance to thermal stresses.

The microstrip antenna is desirable because it can be easily integrated with

existing solid state circuits such as amplifiers and oscillators, so that integrated

receivers or transmitters can be fabricated. The microstrip antenna, being a low

profile radiator, has the additional advantage of being rugged, light weight, low
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cost, and can be mounted around a conformal surface. One of the drawbacks of

the microstrip antenna, however, is its relatively narrow bandwidth and low gain.

In its simple form, it usually has a bandwidth of less than 3 %, and often lower

than 1%, while the gain is often between 5 and 7 dB.

Since the early 1980's, the field of printed circuit antennas has exploded,

with numerous books and research papers being published. Although the field

of microstrip antenna research is now quite broad and varied, much of the

research effort has been focused either upon analytical modeling, or

experimentally, upon bandwidth extension techniques and gain improvements.

A multitude of radiator shapes has been examined. Although the rectangular and

circular patches are by far the most common, shapes such as eUiptical 8,

triangular 9, annular rings 1° and sectors 11, and pentagonal _2 have also been

examined. The shape of the microstrip patch antenna has no substantial effect

upon the antenna's performance characteristics. The annular ring antennas tend

to have a larger bandwidth when excited in a higher order modes, but also

become physically larger 13.

1.2.1 Theoretical Antenna Research

The published work in modeling and characterization of microstrip antennas

can be divided mainly into four categories: cavity models, transmission line

models, wire grid models, and models utilizing Green's function analysis. Each

of these is explained briefly below.
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Cavity Models: The simple cavity model has been proposed by Lo et. al.14'_s.

This model is based upon the following assumptions:

i). Underneath the patch the E field has only a z-component while the I-I

field has only xy components (Figure 1-1).

2). The fields under the patch have no z-dependence.

3). The cavity formed by the patch and ground plane have perfect magnetic

walls (no tangential component of H along the edge of the patch).

With these assumptions, the fields of the antenna may be assumed to be the

fields in the cavity. Using this knowledge, the input impedance, radiation

patterns, and radiated power may be found. A cavity model quite similar to the

simple cavity model is the Modal Expansion Model advanced by Carver 16. This

model differs from the simple cavity model in that the four open walls of the

cavity are given complex wall impedances instead of being treated as perfect

magnetic walls.

Transmission Line Models: The transmission line models are applicable only to

rectangular patch antennas. These models 17'1s'19 treat the patch as a low

impedance microstrip transmission line with two open ends which act as slot

radiators (Figure 1-2). Each slot is assumed to have a constant magnetic current

M. From this magnetic current, the field in the slot and the field radiated by

each slot may be found. The radiated fields, then, are found by the pattern

multiplication principle. The radiated power may be found by integrating the

radiated field, while the input impedance at any point may be found by

transforming the slot impedances to the feed point. Improvements upon the



LI L - LI
K

i
÷

I

Zc

Zs

Zc

Figure 1-2: Equivalent the
transmission line model, fed at an arbitrary point LI.

Zs is the equivalent slot impedance and Zc is the

characteristic impedance of the patch treated as a

transmission line.

circuit used for

transmission line model account for mutual coupling between the two slots and

radiation from the side walls.

IJ_re Grid Model: The wire grid model, advanced by Agrawal and Bailey 2°

approximates the patch by a fine wire grid and replaces the ground plane by a

mirror image of the patch (Figure 1-3). Using Rumsey's Reaction theorem 21,

the currents in these wires are calculated. From these currents, the charac-

teristics of the antenna can be calculated.

Green's Function Analysis: To model a microstrip patch using Green's Function

analysis, the dyadic Green's Function must first be found. Once this is know, a

superposition integral is used to calculate the field from an arbitrary source
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Figure 1-3: A rectangular microstrip patch modeled

using the wire grid model. The patch and its mirror

image are replaced by a grid of wires on which the

currents are calculated.

distribution. Although this method is exact, it is difficult to set up and

computationally intensive.

1.2.2 Experimental Antenna Research

On the experimental side of the research, wider bandwidth has been sought

after. One simple method of realizing a wide bandwidth microstrip antenna is to

use a thick, low permittivity substrate. This increases the bandwidth since the

bandwidth is directly proportional to the dielectric thickness, h, and inversely

proportional to the permittivity. However, this also causes an increase in surface

wave generation and dielectric losses. Other methods of increasing the bandwidth

that have been proposed include the addition of matching networks 22 and the

use of multilayer structures such as aperture coupling 23 or electromagnetic

coupling u. Multilayer structures have also exhibited increased gain, particularly

when an air gap is used between the feed substrate and the patch substrate 25.
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In recent years, two areas of research interest have been component

integration with microstrip antennas,and microstrip array design. In the former,

an annular ring antennaand a rectangularpatch with Gunn diodes integrated to

form active antennas have been reportedz6'27 as have active antennas which

utilize integrated FET oscillators 2_. Passive microstrip arrays have been

investigated both theoretically 29'a°_'32 and experimentally 33'a4. The

challenge facing antenna designers today, though, is not just the integration of

one or two devices with a microstrip antenna or simple passive arrays but, rather,

the integration of entire circuits such as phase shifters, oscillators, and power

amplifiers to form active phased array antennas. Although a few such phased

array antennas have been reported, they tend to suffer from poor yield factors in

the fabrication of the active devices. Additionally, microstrip transmission lines

are quite lossy. Thus, as the array size and complexity increases, the gain of the

array becomes limited by the losses in the feed network.

1.3 Superconductors: History and Applications

A superconductor is a substance which has zero resistance when cooled to

temperatures below a certain temperature known as its critical temperature T c.

Superconductivity was first discovered by Onnes in 1911 when a mercury sample

was cooled below 4.2 Kelvin (K) 3s. In 1933, Meissner and Oschenfeld

discovered that a superconductor in its superconducting state (cooled below To)

expels magnetic flux from its interior when exposed to a magnetic field a6. These

two properties, namely zero resistance and the Meissner effect, are the two
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necessary conditions for superconductivity. Since Onnes' discovery in 1911, many

compounds have been found to exhibit superconductivity. Until 1986, (Nb3Ge)

was the superconducting material with the highest T c at 23.2 K. In 1986,

Bechaorz and Muller demonstrated the existence of a new class of superconduc-

tors by discovering that Laz_xBa_Cu40 9 had a critical temperature of 40 K 37.

Soon afterwards, YBa2Cu3OT._ (YBCO) was discovered to have a critical

temperature of 92 K 3s. This discovery was of paramount importance in the field

of superconductivity because for the first time it raised the critical temperature

above the boiling point of liquid nitrogen. In practical terms, this meant that now

the relatively cheap liquid nitrogen could be used as a cryogen for

superconducting devices as opposed to the expensive liquid helium. Since the

discovery of superconductivity in YBa2Cu3OT.x, two other higher transition

temperature materials have been discovered: Bi2Sr2CazCu30 x with a T¢ of

105 K 39, and TIzBa2CazCu30 x with a Tc of 120 K4°. This new class of

superconductors is referred to as high temperature superconductors, or HTS.

Although superconductors have zero resistance at DC, they do have AC

losses resulting from the inertia of the electrons of the superconductor. Using the

two-fluid model advanced by Gorter and Casimir 41, the complex impedance of

a thin film superconductor is given by
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Z= I jcool_o
(1-1)

where co is the angular frequency,/_o is the permeability of free space, and a is the

complex conductivity of the superconductor given by a 1 - ja 2. The conductivities

a 1 and a2 are given by (assuming frequencies below lxlO n Hz)

01 -

nNe2x

m

(1-2)

and

nse2 (1-3)
0 2 -

mCO

Here n N and n_ are the densities of the normal and superconducting electrons,

respectively, e is the electronic charge, _ is the mean carrier scattering time, and

m is the electron mass. Substituting Eq. (1-2) and (1-3) into (1-1), the complex

impedance can be written as

z=( X%,od2n) ÷j,,, , (1-4)

where R_ and L s are the surface resistance and inductive reactance of the

superconductor, respectively, and kp is the magnetic penetration depth given by
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1

_.p(T) =_,_'¢1-(T/To) 4 (1-5)

In Eq. (1-5), _.po is the magnetic penetration depth at absolute zero temperature

(T = 0 K) and T c is the critical temperature of the superconductor. From (4),

it may be seen that superconductors exhibit not only a surface resistance, but also

an inductance.

1.3.1 Substrates

For practical microwave use, superconductors must be available on a

dielectric substrate. Although YBCO films with the best DC characteristics have

been grown on strontium titanate (SrTiO3), this substrate is not a practical one

from a microwave standpoint.

room temperature and over

SrTiO 3 has a dielectric constant (er) of 300 at

1000 at liquid nitrogen temperatures 42'43. In

addition, it has a dielectric loss tangent that is very high (0.06 at 77 K).

Magnesium oxide (MgO) is an excellent substrate from a microwave point

of view. It has a permittivity of 9.6 and a loss tangent of 3 x 10 .4 at room

temperature. However, it has a rather large lattice mismatch of 6.7 % with the

epitaxially grown YBCO thin films. This mismatch makes the growth of high

quality thin films difficult, and in addition, causes an increase in the surface

resistance of the superconductor.

Lanthanum aluminate (LaA103) substrates have qualities that are favorable

both from the HTS film grower's point of view and the microwave designer's
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point of view. It has a low loss tangent of less than 8.5 x 10-4 at 77 K44. The

dielectric constant has been reported to be as low as 21.945 and as high as

24.046. One of the reasons that the permittivity of I.zA103 substrates is not

known accurately is that the substrates have crystal structure boundaries, or

twinning, which cause at least a 2 % uncertainty in the permittivity 47, and it is

also slightly anisotropic. Lanthanum aluminate has a very good lattice match with

YBCO, having a mismatch of only 0.99%.

In recent months, YBCO films on sapphire (A1203) substrates have been

demonstrated 48, but the HTS deposition process onto a sapphire substrate is

complicated by the need for a buffer layer. In addition, sapphire has an

anisotropic permittivity of 9.4 along the c-axis and 11.6 perpendicular to the

c-axis, complicating the microwave design process.

1.3.2 HTS Thin Films

Thin films of YBCO on lanthanum aluminate have shown surface resistance,

Rs, values of 0.3 to 0.4 mf_ at 77 K and 10 GI-Iz 49;5°. These values can be

compared with bulk copper, which has a R_ of 26 mQ at room temperature. At

other frequencies, the R s of HTS films can be scaled approximately by using the

equation

R -R f (1-6)
$-- $10GIr.T- _

where f is the frequency in GHz.
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In addition to YBCO, various other HTS thin films have recently been

developed. Of particular interest are the thallium-based compounds,

Tl2Ba2CaCu20 x with a T¢ of 110 K, and T12Ba2Ca2Cu30 x With a T¢ of 125 IC At

77 K, the surface resistance of these materials has been reported to be similar to

that of YBCO. Despite the higher T c values of the thallium-based compounds,

YBCO was used for the main portion of this work. This was because YBCO was

more commonly available and in-house fabrication procedures had been

developed for YBCO but not for the thallium compounds.

It is clear that HTS offers a substantial reduction in resistive losses for

electrical circuits. To date, many passive microstrip circuits which effectively

utilize the low loss properties of HTS have been reported. These circuits include

transmission lines and delay lines 51, multiple-pole filters s2"s3_, and

resonators 55"56"57. Experimental work with Ka-band superconducting ring

resonators has shown a factor of 3 improvement in circuit "Q" at 35 GHz over an

identical circuit fabricated with evaporated gold 55. Such results have encouraged

the investigation of potential HTS applications in microstrip antenna systems.

1.4 Superconducting Antennas

The use of superconductors in antenna systems began long before the

discovery of HTS. In 1966, Walker and Haden 5s reported on the performance

of a 400 MHz electrically short superconducting antenna. In the 1970's and early

1980's, several other groups reported on electrically short superconducting

antennas and superdirective arrays 59'60'61. However, the practicality of such
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antennaswas severely limited becauseof the need to operate them at liquid

helium temperatures. This situation changed with the discovery of HTS

compounds. In 1988, Khamas et. a/. 6z reported an electrically short super-

conducting dipole antenna, operating at 550 MHz. The superconducting antenna

was found to have a radiated field strength 12 dB higher than that of a copper

antenna having identical dimensions.

material as opposed to a thin film.

More recently, Hansen 6a and

This antenna was made from bulk YBCO

Dinger 64 have analyzed the potential

applications of HTS in antenna systems. Hansen analyzed the potential benefits

of using superconductors in superdirective arrays, millimeter-wave arrays,

electrically small antennas, and in matching networks for electrically small and

superdirective antennas. It is shown that an HTS superdirective array would be

impractical for three reasons. First, the Q of a superdirective array increases

rapidly as the directivity increases 65. This places a fundamental limit on the

applicability of superdirective arrays since the bandwidth (VSWR < 2) is given

by

B.W.- 1 (1-7)

Secondly, the input resistance of the elements decreases with increasing

directivity. This in turn makes the matching of the feed network to the elements

difficult. Finally, with increasing directivity the tolerances required on the

excitation currents of individual elements to produce superdirectivity increases.
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In practice it would be difficult to control the excitation current in the elements

to the precision required.

Electrically small antennas likewise suffer from high Q and thus low

bandwidth. In fact, Chu 66 and Harrington 67 showed that the Q is proportional

to the inverse cube of the antenna size. In both of these cases, the application

of HTS to the radiating element would not produce substantial benefit, but the

use of HTS in the matching network would. The reason for this is that losses in

the matching show up as a much higher apparent loss. This apparent loss is given

by

L,- (V+ 1)2L2-(V- 1)2 (1-8)
41,'L

where V is the antenna VSWR and L is the loss in the matching network.

In large microwave and millimeter wave microstrip arrays, the feed losses

become large enough so that at some point the gain of the antenna begins to

decrease as the number of array elements increases. Because of the low loss

properties of HTS microstrip transmission lines, these feed losses could be

reduced so that larger arrays with higher directivities could be made using HTS

than with the use of conventional metals. As an example, Figure 1-3 shows calcu-

lated gains as a function of frequency for a two-dimensional, one meter square

microstrip array using both HTS and copper metallization. In this plot, the

elements are assumed to be spaced at one half the free space wavelength (_.0/2),

so that for a given frequency f, the number of elements is given by
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where c is the speed of light. For higher frequencies the losses in the feed

network become large enough so that even though the directivity increases, the

gain actually begins to decrease. Dinger has shown that a HTS 100 element

linear array at 35 GHz could experience a gain increase of 8 to 10 dB over an

identical copper array. Thus, it is clear that I-ITS can reduce the feed losses in

a microstrip array. It is noteworthy that the losses in the actual radiating element

are quite small. For the patches used in this work, the loss was less than 1 dB.
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Figure I-4: Gain of a i meter square microstrip array

as a function of frequency.

Despite these advantages, the design and implementation of a practical HTS

antenna or array is difficult due to two problems. First, the antenna must be
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cooled. Becausethe antennamust radiate, cooling equipment suchas shrouds,

insulation, and cryogen must be carefully designed and placed to avoid

interference with the performance of the antenna. Secondly, substrates

compatible with the epitaxially grown HTS films have high permittivities. To

date, lanthanum aluminate hasbeen the substrateof choice becauseof its good

lattice match with HTS, resulting in YBCO fdms with high (90 K) transition

temperatures and low surface resistance. However, this substrate is less than

ideal as an antenna substratebecauseof its high permittivity (g-23). Films on

sapphire (AlzO3) have recently been demonstrated4s,but the HTS deposition

processonto a sapphire substrateis complicated by the need for a buffer layer

and by sapphire's anisotropy, which complicates the antenna design process.

These substratescan be comparedwith typical substratesuchas Duroid 588069

which has a permittivity of 2.2 and a dielectric loss tangent of 0.001. HTS

compatible substratesand their parametersare shown in Table I, together with

common microstrip antennasubstrates.

The useof high permittivity substratesresults in microstrip antennaswith

small patch sizes,narrow bandwidths,andhigh patch edgeimpedances. The high

permittivity substratesmake traditional feed methods quite difficult, even for

planar architectures. In particular, coaxial feeding is difficult even at low

frequencies because of the fragile nature of the crystalline HTS-compatible

substrates, and impossible at K-band and higher frequencies because of the very

small patch sizes. The traditional microstrip edge feed is possible, but the
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Table I-I: Substrate Materials and Properties

Material E r Tan 6 IHTS ? Comment

LaAIO 3 23 5x10 -5 Yes Twinning

MgO 9.7 ixl0 -4 Yes Latt. mismatch

AI203 (Sapphire) _I0 ixl0_ 6 Yes Anisotropic

AI203 (Alumina) 9.9 Ixl0 -4 No

Quartz 3.8 Ixl0 -4 No

Duroid (5880) 2.2 ixl0 -3 No

feedline must be inset into the patch edge substantially to match a 50 ohm

transmission line. Multilayer structures alleviate some of the above difficulties,

but they introduce a new dimension of complexity in the antenna architecture.

The experimental work done to date in the area of HTS antennas has been

quite limited. Several groups have fabricated and tested electrically small

antennas. Chaloupka, et. aL 70, have reported a 2.4 GHz miniaturized microstrip

antenna fabricated using YBCO on LaA10 3. This antenna showed an efficiency

between 35% and 65%, while identical copper antennas showed radiation

efficiencies between 1% and 6%. Dinger et. a/. 71have demonstrated a 500 MHz

electrically small HTS dipole antenna with a matching network. This antenna

showed an efficiency of 16% to 37% compared to 7% for an identical copper

antenna. He et. aL 72 demonstrated a 6 GHz microstrip patch antenna which

showed a gain enhancement of 5.5 dB over a copper patch. More recently, Herd
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et. al. 73 have reported on the construction of a 16 element microstrip array at

12 GHz using a HTS feed network.

microstrip array fabricated on LaA10 3.

In this array, the authors use a YBCO

Rectangular microstrip patches printed

on a quartz substrate placed above this array are electromagnetically coupled to

the feed array. Performance improvements of this array over conventional metals

have not been reported.

1.5 Research Objectives

The objective of this research was two fold. One objective was to first find

practical ways of im.plementing superconducting microstrip antennas at high

frequencies. Because HTS can only be deposited on high permittivity substrates,

three distinct methods of coupling a microstrip feed line to a superconducting

patch were investigated to accomplish this objective. The second objective was

to investigate experimentally the performance advantages of I-ITS antennas over

antennas fabricated using conventional metals. To accomplish this objective, the

performance of superconducting single patch and four element array antennas

were compared to both modeled data and identical antennas fabricated using

normal metals. This research demonstrated several types of superconducting

antennas for the first time.

Chapter 2 presents some of the theoretical aspects of the research. This

chapter begins with design rules for microstrip transmission lines. Expressions for

characteristic impedance and the effective dielectric constant are presented.

Following this, the quarter-wave transformer is analyzed with and without losses.
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From this point, lossmechanismsin rnicrostrip transmissionlines are individually

examinedand acceptedexpressionsquantif)4mgthese lossesare presented. The

method for obtaining the Q of a circuit from S-parametermeasurementsis given,

and finally, the mathematical basisfor antennaarrays is presented.

Chapter 3 is a description of the experimental setupand proceduresused

in this research. The methodsof thin film circuit fabrication and patterning are

first discussed. Following this, the test fixtures, and cryogenic equipment are

described. Finally, the methodsused to measurethe properties of the antennas

are discussed.

In Chapters4, 5, and 6,eachof the threeantennaarchitectures investigated

is in turn described. In Chapter 4 the direct coupled antenna is discussed,in

Chapter 5 the gap coupled antenna, and in Chapter 6 the electromagnetically

coupled antenna is discussed. Each of these three chapters begins with a

description of the particular antenna architecture and the motivations for

investigating it. Experimental results for the antennas include patterns, input

impedance, bandwidth, and efficiency for the single patch antennas, and patterns,

VSWR, and gain for the four element arrays.

Chapter 7 presents an application of the technology developed in this

dissertation. A 10 GHz superconducting active patch antenna is described.

Chapter 8 presents conclusions drawn from the experimental work. Some

potential applications of the technology developed, and suggestions for future

research are also presented.
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CHAPTER II.

THEORETICAL MICROWAVE CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 Introduction

Microstrip patch antennas are an outgrowth of the microstrip transmission

line, where an electromagnetic wave is supported between metallization on the

top and bottom of a dielectric sheet. However, the design and analysis of

mierostrip transmission lines and antennas is not simple due to several factors.

First, the dielectric constant seen by the electromagnetic wave is not purely the

dielectric constant of the substrate. This is because the electromagnetic fields are

not wholly contained within the substrate. Thus, some type of effective

permittMty must be used to account for the fields outside of the substrate.

Secondly, the effect of fringing fields at the ends of the microstrip circuit must be

considered. This effect, known as the open end effect, is especially important in

microstrip antennas as the fringing fields are the most important radiation

mechanism. Finally, because current tends to flow along the edges of microstrip

circuits, the dielectric and metallization losses of microstrip circuits are difficult

to analyze accurately.
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The aim of this chapter is not to comprehensively analyze microstrip

circuits. Rather, it is to achieve a level of understanding of their functioning and

to present some of the theoretical issues that were considered in this research.

To this end, the microstrip transmission line is first considered. Expressions for

the effective dielectric constant and impedance of the lines are given. Because

superconductors exhibit a complex conductivity, the modifications in these expres-

sions necessary to model superconducting transmission lines and antennas are

also considered. From this point, the attenuation mechanisms in microstrip

circuits are explained and modeled.

microstrip antenna arrays are given.

Finally, expressions necessary to design

The analysis of the individual antenna

architectures are presented in Chapters 4, 5, and 6.

2.2 Microstrip Transmission Lines

To describe microstrip transmission lines analytically, two of the most

important parameters are the effective dielectric constant (_'eff) and the line

impedance (Z0). Analytic expressions for these parameters are presented. These

expressions allow one to find e_ff and Z0 based upon the physical geometry of the

circuit, and vise versa. The quarter-wave transformer is then analyzed with and

without losses.

2.2.1 Effective Dielectric Constant

The microstrip transmission line is shown in Figure 2-1. Although the

substrate has a dielectric constant % the propagating wave sees an effective

dielectric constant, eaf, that is substantially less than er because the propagating
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Ground Plane

Figure 2-1: Microstrip transmission line.

Strtp Metal

Dleleetrte

. __ _ _-== Ground Plane

Figure 2-2: Electric field pattern for a microstrip
transmission line. Not all of the field is contained

within the substrate.

wave is not entirely contained within the substrate, as shown in Figure 2-2. The

most commonly used expression for the effective dielectric constant, %n, is the

one developed by Wheeler 1 and by Schneider 2,

%+1%-1 (1 +12h)-ttz (2-1)

where h and W are the dielectric height and width of the transmission line,

respectively. This expression is a quasi-static approximation, and thus its accuracy
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declines with increasing frequency. As this dissertation concerns work at very

high frequencies (above 20 GHz), an expression which takes into account

variations with frequency was deemed necessary. Such an equation has been

reported by Kirschning and Jansen as

e, - %r (f=o) (2-2)
e,#(f) = e,-

1 + P(f)

Here, e_ff(f=0) is given by Eqn. (2-1), and the frequency dependent term P(f) is

given by

with

P(f) = P1P2 [ ( 0.1844 + PaP4)lOfh ]1_,3 (2-3)

[- 1

Pl = 0.2749 + I0.6315 + 0.525 [ u - 0.0656ge (-s'751_')
L (1 + O.157fh)2°]

(2-4)

/'2 = 0.3362 [1 - • -°'°344_] (2-5)

P3 = O'0363e"t'_' [1 - e -O'h/3"sT)'m] (2-6)

P4 = 1 + 2.75111 - e -(e'lls'91eDs] (2-7)

In these equations, fh is the normalized frequency in GHz-cm. Kirschning

and Jansen 3 claim accuracy within 0.6% when 0.1_<w/h _<100, l<er<20 , and

0-< h/_.o_ 0.13.
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Transmission Line Impedance

An expression for the impedance of a microstrip transmission line has also

been given by Wheeler 4 and by Schneider 2 as

,.(sh÷nZo-
 -ff

for W/h --. 1 and

(2-8)

Zo _11_ [h+1.393+0.667 ln(h+l.444)] -1 (2-9)

for W/h > 1. In these expressions, r/= 120 _ ohm and _erf is given by Eqn. (2-1).

To find Z 0 based from given values of W and h, these equations may be

manipulated to give

l_h- 8exp(A) (2-10)
exp(2A)-2

in the case that A > 1.52, and

--(B e,-l[ 61])
W/h = 2 _l_ln(2B_l)+.x__lln(B_l)+0.39_0.p/

for A --- 1.52. In Eqns. (2-10) and (2-11) A and B are defined as

A = Z° (_L_) 112+ e'-1(0.23+0"11/
60 er+l _ e, )

(2-11)

(2-12)

and
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60_ 2
B - (2-13)

These equations have a stated accuracy of better than 2% when compared to

rigorous conformal mapping methods. For this work, because the thickness of the

metaUization was very small when compared to the dielectric thickness, the effect

of strip thickness upon the impedance and effective dielectric constant was

neglected.

The above equations were applied to the materials used in this study.

Unless stated otherwise, the permittivity of LaAIO 3 is assumed to be 23

throughout this study. For a 50 ohm transmission line on LaA103 Eqn. (2-12)

gives A = 3.10, and Eqn. (2-10) results in a line width of 92/xm. In this study,

a width of 100 gm was used which, using Eqn. (2-8), gives an impedance of

48.6 g). For a LaA103 substrate that is 254 gm thick, Eqn. (2-1) gives a value for

ear of 14.1 while Eqns. (2-2) through (2-7) give 14.7. Thus, a wave propagating

along a microstrip transmission line with a strip width of 100/tin will have a

guided wavelength that is reduced by a factor of 14.7-1/2, or 0.26, from the

freespace wavelength.

2.2.3 Quarter-wave Transformer

In microstrip circuitry it is often necessary to connect lines of differing

impedance. To maintain a low reflection coefficient at the input of the circuit,

some type of transformer must be used for impedance matching. One of the

simplest and most common transformers is the quarter-wave transformer.
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Consider a case where the load impedance, Z L, is to be fed by a lossless line

having characteristic impedance Z c, propagation constant/3 and length I. At the

input of this ideal line, the impedance of the load will appear as

Z_ = Zc ZL +jZctan(_l) (2-14)
Z, +jZLtan(_l)

If/3l is made to be _r/4, Eqn. (2-14) reduces to

(2.1s)

Thus, when Zc is made to be (50ZL) 1/2 and Z/4 in length, the load impedance

appears as 50 ohms. When the transforming section is lossy a perfect match will

no longer occur, but the reflection coefficient will still be quite small, as shown

in Figure 2-3.

2.3 Loss Mechanisms in Microstrip Circuits

One of the major shortcomings of microstrip transmission lines is their high

attenuation when compared to other transmission media such as coaxial cable or

rectangular waveguides. There are four main forms of microstrip transmission

line losses: conductor losses, dielectric losses, radiation losses, and surface wave

losses. Radiation losses are desirable in microstrip antennas since the function

of an antenna is to radiate. However, radiation from the antenna feedline must

be kept to a minimum. In this section, each of the above loss mechanisms is

examined for microstrip transmission lines and, in a general sense, for microstrip

antennas, although the specific equations presented may not necessarily be
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Figure 2-3: Reflection coefficient of quarter wave

transformers including losses. A TEM wave is assumed on

a transmission line with an air dielectric and a 2.5 mm

line length.

applicable to microstrip antennas. Equations specific to microstrip antennas are

given in Chapters 4,5, and 6.

2.3.1 Conductor Losses: Normal Metals

A plane wave incident upon a metal will decrease exponentially in

amplitude as it travels further into the metal. For a normal metal, the wave

amplitude will decreases according to

E(x) = Foe -x/8" (2-16)

where E 0 is the wave amplitude at the air-metal boundary and x is the direction

into the metal. The quantity 6 s is known as the skin depth, and is the distance

at which the field intensity has decreased by 1/e. The skin depth is given by
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, --. l---L-- (2-17)

where f is the frequency, a is the DC conductivity of the metal, and/_ is the

permeability of the metal. The surface resistance of the metal, R, is related to

the skin depth by

1 _i__ (2-18)R_- o6,

Closed form expressions for the attenuation in microstrip lines with conductor

width and dielectric height of W and h, respectively, due to the conductor losses

have been reported by Pucel et. aL 5'6 as

for W/h _< 1, and

ac(dB/m) = 1.38.4Rs 32-(IV,/h) 2 (2-19)
hZo 32+ (W,/h)2

for W/h --- 1.

¢zc(dB/m) = 6.1xl0-SA Rs Z° ee_qIWe
h t

In these equations,

o.667W,Ih
Ih_

W,lh+l.444
(2-2o)

and

W, = ___W+A___W (2-21)
h h h

for W/h __.1/2.rt and

AW_h 1"25t (l+In_"_)_h (2-22)
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for W/h >--1/2_. A is defined by
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1"25t(l+ln?)_h

cr2 = (1//_o¢O_.p2), and _p

(2-23)

_'0

x, = (2-27)
/L )'

according to the two-fluid model. Miranda et. aL have measured the complex

conductivities of HTS thin films on I_aA103 and found typical values for R N to be

between 0.6 f_ and 0.8 g2 7. The agreement between Eqn. (2-27) and measured

surface resistance values is quite poor, especially at lower temperatures. Even if

the surface resistance were to be well characterized analytically, the previously

A = 1+ h (1+lln2B /rc t ) (2-24)

while B = h for W/h >_ 1/2_ and B = 2arW for W/h __.1/2_. The metallization

thickness of the strip is represented by t.

2.3.2 Conductor Losses: Superconductors

As explained in Section 1.3, superconductors are not without a surface

resistance for frequencies above DC. This surface resistance is given by

Rs = Rn V"l'"2- 02 (2-25)

In this equation, R N is the surface resistance at T_,

- t°Po (T) 'o 1 2R_ ._ (2-26)

is the penetration depth given by
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presentedexpressionsfor acare not accuratefor superconductors. This is both

becausesuperconductorshavea different current distribution than normal metals

and becausethe thicknessof an HTS film is generally no more than one or two

penetration depths. Although several authors have reported methods for

calculating the attenuation of HTS microstrip lines 8'9, these methods remain

cumbersome and inaccurate. For this work, losses in HTS lines were assumed to

be similar to those found experimentally from 35 GHz ring resonators by Chorey

et. al. 1°

2.3.3 Dielectric Losses

The losses due to the dielectric are described by the loss tangent of the

dielectric, tan 6. According to Pucel et. aL 5'6, the dielectric loss in a microstrip

line on a substrate of permittivity er and loss tangent tan 6 is given by

aa(dB/m) = 27.3 er %fltan8 (2-28)

_r -1 _ _'o

In general, dielectric losses are quite small when compared to conductor losses.

The loss tangent of LaAlO3 is approximately 5 x 10-5. For a 50 Q line operating

at 30 GHz, Eqn. (2-25) gives a dielectric loss of 0.51 dB/m. Duroid has a

dielectric loss tangent of 1 x 10-3. Using Eqn. (2-28), a dielectric loss of 3.3 dB/m

would result for a 50 Q line on this substrate operating at 30 GHz.
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2.3.4 Radiation Losses

Microstrip transmissionlines radiate someof theft energy asspacewaves.

This occursmainly at discontinuities suchasgaps,open end, andbends. Lewin11

has derived expressionsfor the power radiated due to discontinuities as

P = 60 F(%) (2-29)

In this expression, the F(e_) are given by:

Open circuit

Short circuit

F (e) - e + 1 (e - 1)2 ln.Vfe + 1 (2-30)

e 2e V/'_ X/_-I

Matched termination

F(e) = 3-_1 3+

e
(2-31)

F(¢) = 1 e-lln_ (2-32)

Right-angle bend

F (e) = e + 1 ln-ex/'ff-TT __2¢ In x/_ (2-33)

e
It is important to note that the radiated power from microstrip circuits increases

as the square of the dielectric thickness. In practical terms, this means that it is

desirable to construct microstrip antennas on thick substrates, since a rectangular

microstrip antenna can be thought of as two open ends separated by a low
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impedancetransmissionline. On the other hand, the feednetwork would ideally

be placed on a thin substrateso asto minimize radiation from the feed network.

2.3.5 Surface Wave Losses

Surface waves are waves that are trapped by total internal reflection within the

dielectric substrate. These waves travel along the two dimensional substrate

surface. For a finite dielectric, these waves eventually come to the edge of the

dielectric and radiate out as space waves. Surface waves are undesirable in

microstrip antennas for two reasons. First, they represent power which is lost,

and thus they reduce the efficiency of antennas. Secondly, when they are

diffracted from the edge of the dielectric to become space waves, they interfere

with the radiation pattern of the antenna to degrade both the main beam and

side lobe response 12. In large arrays, surface waves can cause scan blindness

when a surface wave mode and a Floquet (periodic) mode of the structure have

identical propagation constants 13.

Surface waves occur in both TE and TM modes. The cutoff frequencies are

given by 14

f_o - nc (2-34)

4hvf%_-I

where n is the mode number and h is the substrate thickness. Surface waves will

always exist because the lowest order TM mode, TM 0 has a zero cutoff frequency.

For the substrate and dimensions used in this study (254/zm thick LaA103), the

next higher modes, TM 1 and TE 1, have cutoff frequencies of 62 GHz.
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There are several ways of calculating surface wave efficiencies for patch

antennas. The most accurate is to use a method of moments analysis such as

Pozar 12 has done. However, this method is a long and cumbersome process, so

several closed-form approximations have been published _5'16'17.Perlmutter et. al. _5

use an electric surface current model for rectangular patches which assumes

uniform current under microstrip metaUization. Nauwelaers et. aL t6 have done

curve fitting on data from Perlmutter et. aL and from Pozar 12 to obtain dosed

form expressions. Pozar 17 claims a closed-form approximation for the propa-

gation constant of the surface waves that is more accurate than that of Perlmutter

et. aL or that of Nauwelaers et. aL, thus giving an accuracy improvement in the

expressions for surface wave efficiency. His expressions are

where

Zo_ 2 e, (x02-1)

[ x_ °2-1 e'-x°2J 4 e,-xo 2 J (koh)

(2-35)

XO=l+

a I -

-E2r + {lOll 1 + e r _/_2 r - 2{Xo{X1 + 320 (2-36)

-1

$

Uo = s tan(ko hs) (2-37)

koas ]_ tan(kods)+ eo (kods)
(2-38)

and
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s = V_-,-1 (2-39)

In the above equations, 1%is the free space propagation constant, given by 2_/Z0.

The author claims an agreement with method of moments solutions within 5%

for Ver < _.o/8h. Since the materials used in this study fall within this criteria,

Eqn. (2-35) is used. Surface wave efficiencies, P_a/(P_d+P_,), calculated using

the above relations for three different substrate permittivities are shown in

Figure 2-4. This figure illustrates the dramatic increase in surface wave

generation with an increase in frequency or in substrate permittivity. In an

antenna array, however, surface wave efficiency is much more difficult to

calculate because of the interaction between waves generated at each element.

,0 AL I I I I i

_ ._ll '_'__'_ "_ "_ ._ _" _" _ -'qV _ _ _

Z2_ .......... A-......
..... _... ......... i ........

.... "4k-... ........ A ..........
""'"'_t
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+ er = 2.2

.... &"' er = 10
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O. 0 I , I , I , I , I , I

10 15 20 25 30 35

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 2--4: Surface wave efficiency using Pozar's
closed form expressions.
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2.3.6 Other Loss Mechanisms

The remaining causes of losses in microstrip circuits are substrate surface

roughness and the resistivity of the thin layer of adhesion metal. The effects of

surface roughness were first studied by Morgan TM.

proposed the formula

a,r= _c [l+2arctan 1.4

Hammerstad and Bekkadal TM

(2-40)

to include the effects of surface roughness in the conductor loss. In the above

equation, A is the RMS surface roughness, and 6 is the skin depth. The surface

roughness of LaA10 3 varies from sample to sample and depends upon amount

and quality of substrate polishing that is done. Some research has indicated that

these substrates roughen considerably upon high temperature (above 500 °C)

thermal cycling necessary ill pulsed laser deposition processes 2°.

For the circuits used in this study, adhesion of gold or copper to LaAIO 3

was achieved by evaporating a thin layer (less than 200 A) of chromium before

the gold or copper. The effect of such adhesion layers upon microstrip losses has

been investigated by Sobo121. He found that a thin adhesion layer produced

negligible losses well into the millimeter wave region.

2.4 Calculation of Q from the Reflection Coefficient

Since microstrip antennas are narrow band resonant devices, their quality

factor, or Q, can be found from microwave measurements. The Q of a resonant

circuit is important because it allows a quantitative description of the losses
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present in a resonant circuit. This section will describe the calculations necessary

to find the Q of a microstrip antenna.

In general, the Q of a resonant circuit is defined as

Energy Stored in System (2-41)
Q = co, Energy Lost Per Second

The transmission line and matching network which feed the resonator contains

both reactive and resistive parts. These components load the resonant circuit so

that what one measures is not the Q of the resonator, but the Q loaded by the

coupling network and transmission line. This loaded Q is denoted as Qb while

the Q of the unloaded resonator is denoted as Q0. For typical microstrip resona-

tors, a narrow coupling gap is used to couple energy from a transmission line into

the resonator. For this work, three types of coupling were used: gap coupling,

direct coupling, and electromagnetic coupling. Each of these architectures is de-

scribed in detail in subsequent chapters. This section is based upon work

published by Romanofsk-y 22.

A resonator can be modeled by a parallel RLC network, while the coupling

network can be described by an ideal transformer and a series resistive loss, R i,

which represents the coupling loss (Figure 2-5). The input impedance of the

circuit to the right of the transformer is
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Figure 2-5: Equivalent circuit of resonator
coupling network.

C

and

I
z_--

_,+,j(oc_ )
and the Q - _oRC, where _o is the resonant angular frequency.

(2-42)

When the

coupling network is included, the input impedance is modified and becomes

.' _±+ j _C-
(Zo+_.)n

(2-43)

where Z o is the characteristic impedance of the transmission line. The Q of this

circuit is the loaded Q, and is given by

moCR (I+ R_I

o,.- _ Zo) (2-44)
1+ P_'+Rn2 /

Zo Zo)

Letting a = Ri/Z o and K = Rn2/Zo and writing ¢_oRC as Qo, QL can be written

as
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(2o(1 +o)

(1+o+_:)

where a is the coupling loss while K is the coupling coefficient.

resonator is undercoupled, while if K > 1 the resonator is overcoupled. The

resonator is said to be critically coupled when z - 1. In this final case, the

impedance of the resonator is matched to that of the source.

Figure 2-6: Smith chart
coupling of resonators.

showing

At frequencies far from resonance very little power is coupled into the

resonator so that the reflection coefficient is

RL-ZO %/Zo-1 a-1

F! = RL+Zo RL/Zo+l o+I

At resonance,the reflectioncoefficientisgivenby

(2-46)
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z.-zo e,÷en2-Xo_ (o+_:-1) (2-47)
r,- Zu+----_o- R,+Rn2+Zo (u+x+l)

Using Eqns (2-46), cr can be found as

From the above

undercoupled,

1-1",

1+r i

three equations, x can be found. When the

(2-48)

resonator is

When the resonator is overcoupled,

O (2-49)

l÷r,
K - Cr

l-r,

The loaded Q is related to the bandwidth and resonant frequency as

(2-so)

(2,- L (2-51)
A-Y_

where flandf_ are the half-powerfrequencies,which have reflectioncoefficients

given by

Thus to findthe loaded Q, the reflectioncoefficientsat resonance and farfrom

resonance are measured and used to find e and x..Then, the resonant frequency

and half-power frequencies are found and substituted into Eqn. (2-51). Once the

loaded Q is known, the unloaded O may be found using Eqn. (2-45).
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2.5 Antenna Arrays

When several antenna elements are placed in close proximity of each other

an antenna array is formed. Antenna arrays follow the pattern multiplication

theorem, which states that the pattern of an array is given by the pattern of an

individual element multiplied by a quantity known as the array factor. This

theorem allows one to calculate relatively easily the radiation pattern which an

array will produce. In this section, the mathematical basis for the array factor is

presented, based upon the work of Collin _.

A single antenna element radiates with a field given by

E(r ) --f (0,@
(2-53)

where f(0,_) is the far-field pattern of the element. When an array is formed, the

excitation amplitude and phase of each element and the relative position of each

element are accounted for to obtain the radiated field as

N

E(/" ) = E C, eJ_f (O'_)e-Jker÷Jtoarr' (2-54)

i_1

Eqn. (2-54) can then be written in the form

E(r) = f(O,_)F(0,¢l)) (2-55)

where the array factor F is given by

N

= c, •j'',jg'' (2-56)
i--1

In the above equations, C i is the relative excitation coefficient of the i'th element,

a i is the phase of the i'th element, and ar'ri is the relative propagation delay. In
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the caseof a one-dimensionalarraypositioned along the x-axisand fed in-phase

with equal amplitudes Io,the array factor reducesto

I

In this equation, n is the number of elements and d is the element spacing. The

array factor is a function of element spacing. As can be seen in Figure 2-8, a

wider element spacing narrows the main beam. However, element spacing

greater than one wavelength brings secondary main lobes into the array radiation

pattern (visible space).

@
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Figure 2-7: Array factor for one-dimensional array with

2, 4, and 8 elements.
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Figure 2-8: Array factor for a four element one-

dimensional array with various spacings.

In the case of a two-dimensional uniform array fed in.phase with n elements

along the x-axis and m elements along the y-axis (n*rn total elements), the array

factor becomes

This is plotted for the case of a 16 element (4 x 4) array in Figure 2-9. For a

two-dimensional array, the directivity can be estimated from the number of

elements as

s.s3nma2
D -- (2-59)

2
_to
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Figure 2-9: Two-dimensional array factor for
a 16 element array.

2.6 Summary

Some of the theoretical aspects of the research have been presented in this

chapter. Expressions necessary to design and analyze microstrip transmission

lines and impedance transformers have been given, as well as equations to

account for the complex conductivity of superconductors. The mathematical basis

for antenna arrays was also presented. In Chapter 3, the experimental apparatus

and techniques will be described.
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CHAPTER III.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS AND PROCEDURES

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the experimental procedures used in the course of this

research and describe some of the laboratory apparatus that was utilized. The

chapter is divided into four basic sections: circuit fabrication, test fixture design,

cryostat design, and microwave measurements.

3.2 Circuit Fabrication

The YBa2Cu3OT. x HTS films used in this study were, for the most part,

obtained commercially from Conductus, Inc 1. These films were deposited by off-

axis sputtering onto 1 cmx 1 cm, 254 _m thick (10 mil) LaA103. Larger area

films were not available from any vendor at the time because of the brittle nature

of the substrate material. Conductus specified the films to have a transition

temperature (Tc) of at least 88 K, a thickness of 350 nm, and a surface resistance

at 77 K and 10 GHz of not more than 800/zf_. DC transition temperature

measurements on films from this vendor showed the transition temperature to

range between 87 K to 91 K. A few of the HTS films used were deposited by

pulsed laser deposition (PLD) at the NASA Lewis Research Center or at The

55
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Ohio State University2. The films deposited using PLD had slightly lower

transition temperatures. Patterningwas done using standard photolithographic

techniques and "wet" chemical etching. Complete details on the patterning

methods used for both the thin films and gold circuits are given in Appendix A.

3.3 Test Fixture Design

To test microstrip circuits, it is necessary to mount them in a test fixture

which provides both mechanical support and electrical grounding. In addition,

since microwave instrumentation provides input/output ports that are either

coaxial or waveguide, a transition from coax or waveguide to microstrip must be

provided. For antennas, it is essential that the test fixture interfere with the

radiation properties of the antenna as little as possible. For this research two

basic fixtures were used.

Fixture A, shown in Figure 3-1, was fabricated using brass. The fixture is

2 inches long by 1 inch wide and was made as thin as practically possible to

reduce the thermal loading of the cryostat, thereby hastening the cool-down and

warm-up times involved. A coax-to-microstrip transition (Wiltron V-connector)

is built into the end of the fixture, and a length of 50 f2 curved microstrip feed

line separates the transition from the antenna. The feedline was fabricated on

an alumina substrate. The antenna to be tested was fastened to the test fixture

using silver paint and then wirebonded to the end of the curved feedline using a

gold ribbon bond. A tapped hole in the comer of the fixture allows a

temperature sensing diode to be mounted.
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Figure 3-1: Brass test fixture used primarily for pattern

measurements. A V-sparkplug launcher serves as the

microstrip to coax transition, and a curved microstrip

feeds on an alumina substrate feeds the antenna.

o

Figure 3-2: Copper test fixture with detachable launch-

ing flange. The connector is a K-sparkplug launcher.

Fixture B, shown in Figure 3-2, consists of two parts: a copper block and

a launching flange. The copper block is a square piece of copper, 1.25 inches

wide and 1 inch high and 1 inch long. Holes are drilled for mounting to the

cryostat and for temperature sensor mounting. In addition, two holes allow the
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launching flange to be fastened. The launching flange is constructedfrom brass

and has a coax-to-microstrip transition (Wiltron K-connector) installed. The

microstrip circuit to be tested is fastened to the block using silver paint. The

launching pin protrudes from the end of the flange and is positioned to contact

the microstrip circuit. For pattern or efficiency measurements a 50 f_

transmission line fabricated on LaA103 separated the connector from the

antenna. Wire bonds were then used to make RF connections. No transmission

lines were used when measuring the reflection coefficient so that the performance

of just the antenna was measured as opposed to the antenna performance

transformed by the transmission line.

3.4 Cryostat Design

To measure superconducting circuits it is necessary to cool them to

cryogenic temperatures. Traditionally this is done by immersion in a cryogen

such as liquid nitrogen or liquid helium. In general such an arrangement allows

performance measurements at two temperatures: room temperature and the

boiling point of the cryogen. To immerse circuits directly into a cryogen,

researchers usually seal the device into a metallic test chamber to prevent

condensation of moisture upon warmup. This is necessary because water is

detrimental to HTS thin films. However, devices which radiate, such as antennas,

cannot be enclosed within a metallic cavity. Thus, cryogenic immersion was not

a viable alternative for this research. A gas refrigerator, on the other hand, has

the advantage that the temperature can be set to any value within its range.
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However, a vacuummust bemaintained, which necessitatesthe useof sometype

of radio-transparent vacuumjacket.

For this research, a two stage,closed-cyclehelium refri'gerator was used.

The unit consistsof a compressorunit and a cold head attached by two flexible

metal hoses. The cold head has a cold finger where the sample to be cooled is

mounted. The cold finger is wrapped with a heater wire and temperature sensor

for temperature monitoring and control. Temperature control is achieved

through the use of a Lakeshore Cryogenics temperature controller. This unit

monitors the temperature and provides sufficient current through the heater

element to maintain a set temperature. The cold finger is enclosed by a stainless

steel tube, capped with a lid machined from high-density polyethylene (HPDE).

This enclosure serves as a vacuum jacket (Figure 3-2). Although the permittivity

of HPDE (e, = 2.34) 3 is slightly higher than that of teflon (e r = 2.1), it is

substantially less expensive. The lid is a hemispheric shell which prevents distor-

tion of the antenna radiation patterns. The lid is 0.66 cm thick, or approximately

one wavelength at 30 GHz. This dimension was chosen to minimize reflections

of the electromagnetic signals impinging upon it. The antennas were positioned

at the center of the hemisphere. When using test fixture B, a spacer was inserted

between the stainless steel tube and the HPDE radome so that the antenna was

positioned at the center of the radome hemisphere. In addition to being able to

operate at any temperature between 300 K and 20 K, this refrigeration system

was small, relatively light weight, and could be operated in any physical position.
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Figure 3-3: Cryogenic antenna test unit.

To connect the antennas under test (AUT) to the instrumentation, a

hermetically sealed coaxial feedthrough was used. This feedthrough was made

by mounting two Wiltron "K" sparkplug launchers back to back, sharing the same

glass bead. A short length of flexible coaxial cane inside the test chamber

connected the feedthrough to the antenna test fixture.

3.5 Microwave Measurements

The primary measurements made on the antennas were measurements of

the reflection coefficient (Sll), pattern measurements, efficiency measurements

of the single patch antennas, absolute gain measurements of the gold antennas,

and the gain of the HTS antennas relative to the gold antennas. The procedures
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for each of these measurementsare described in detail below. All of the

measurementsexcept the pattern and absolute gain measurementswere made

using aHewlett Packard 8510BAutomatic Network Analyzer. The analyzerwas

capable of measurementsfrom 45 MI-Iz to 40 GHz in the coaxial mode.

3.5.1 Reflection Coefficient

To measure the reflection coefficient of a device using an automatic

network analyzer (ANA), it is necessary to establish a reference plane and

calibrate the analyzer. The reference plane defines the zero-phase point, while

the calibration accounts for systematic errors such as reflections and losses in the

cables. Although several types of calibration are available, the most common

type of coaxial calibration is the Open-Short-Load, or OSL calibration. For a one

port calibration, the OSL calibration requires a precision open circuit, short

circuit, and a sliding load. Each of these standards is in turn connected to the

network analyzer. From the measurement of these devices the parameters of the

error model 4 can be found.

For a two port calibration, the open, short and sliding load circuits are

connnected to each port and measured. In addition, an isolation measurement

is performed, and the two ports are connected together to perform a "through"

measurement. The parameters of the 12-term error model are found from these

measurements.

When measuring the performance of microstrip circuits, the shortcoming of

the OSL calibration is that it does not take into account the effects of the coax-
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to-microstrip connector. To do sorequires theuseof adifferent calibration, such

as the Through-Reflect-Line, or TRL calibration. The TRL calibration is

inherently a 2-port calibration, and requires two transmissionlines (THRU and

LINE) and some type of highly reflective circuit (REFLECT), suchas an open

or a short. The transmission lines must differ in length by approximately _./4.

The phasereferencemay be set by the reflective circuit if the phaseresponseof

the circuit is ideal or well known. Alternatively, the electrical length of the

THRU circuit may be specified to set the referenceplanes. By nature, a TRL

calibration is customized. It hasa limited frequencyrangedetermined by the _./4

difference between the lengths of the LINE and THRU circuits. Because the

capacitancesand inductancesof the coax-to-microstrip transition will vary with

the width of the microstrip line, theTHRU andLINE circuits must be fabricated

on the samesubstratesmaterial asthe deviceunder test (DUT).

For thiswork, network analyzercalibration wasdoneusingcoaxial standards

at the end of the coaxial cable inside of the cryostat. This method was chosen

becauseof the extreme difficulties in implementing a TRL calibration at the

frequenciesinvolved (K and Ka-bands). At thesefrequencies,an ideal microstrip

short circuit is nearly impossible to realize, and non-ideal ones are difficult to

characterize. Thus, the REFLECT could not be used for phase reference.

Because the permittivity of lanthanum aluminate is not known precisely, the

electrical length of a THRU or LINE circuit could not be known precisely,

meaning that these could not be used for phase reference either. Even if a phase
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reference could be established, because of the high permittivity of LaA103 the

difference in length between a THRU and LINE circuit would be 1 mm or less.

Thus, a small misalignment during the measurement could wipe out the _./4

difference between the two circuits. In addition, for short (less than 2 cm) lengths

of microstrip transmission lines, standing waves can easily be setup between the

two coax-to-microstrip transitions, causing spurious coupling between the ports

which in turn affect the measurements. Finally, for the substrate material and

height used, a 50 Q line is only 100 gm wide. Thus, repeatable connections of

the connector launching pin to the microstrip line could not be guaranteed.

The combination of the above difficulties made a coaxial calibration much

more accurate, reliable, and repeatable than a TRL calibration. To account for

the phase delay of the sparkplug launcher, the reference plane was then shifted

after performing the coaxial calibration. It should be noted that a calibration at

low-temperature could not be performed for practical reasons: with each

cool-down cycle taking approximately two hours, a minimum of 8 hours would

elapse before any antenna measurements could begin. Instrument drift within

this period of time would make the calibration worthless.

Once the calibration was completed, the antenna to be tested was mounted

in test fixture B, the launching flange was carefully positioned and fastened, and

the test fixture was bolted to the cold finger. A temperature sensor was mounted

on the side of the test fixture for accurate temperature measurements. With the

coaxial cable connected, the chamber was sealed and evacuated so that the cool
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downcyclecouldbegin. The reflection coefficient measurementswere then taken

periodically asthe temperature decreased.

3.5.2 Pattern Measurements

Antennas are characterized by their radiation patterns. Thus, pattern

measurements of the two principle radiation planes were carried out in the two

principle planes, the E- and H-plane. Initally, pattern measurements were done

at the Far Field Antenna Range of the NASA Lewis Research Center. However,

as availability of this testing site was limited, a simpler measurement facility was

established. For testing at room temperature, the antenna to be tested (AUT)

was connected to a microwave detector and rotated over a 180 ° span in the

presence of a radiating horn antenna. As the AUT rotated, a linear potentio-

meter rotated with it so that by passing a constant current through the

potentiometer and reading the voltage, the angle could be determined. A

computer was programmed to continually read the angle and the voltage across

the microwave detector to determine the received power. Radar absorbing

material (Eccosorb AN-72) placed around the setup helped to minimize spurious

reflections. This setup is shown in Figure 3-4.
g

For pattern measurements of cryogenic antennas, the radiating horn was

mounted on a pivoting arm and moved in a constant radius arc (Figure 3-5). The

presence of the cryostat was found to disturb the patterns very little, while no

difference was noted in the patterns measured with and without the HPDE

radome.
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Figure 3-4: Far field antenna measurement setup. The

entire setup is computer controlled for ease of use.
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Figure 3-5: Far field pattern measurement setup for

cryogenic antennas.
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3.5.3 Efficiency

There are several ways to measure the efficiency of a single patch antenna,

including the horn substitution method, the radiometric method 5, and the

Wheeler cap method 6. The Wheeler cap method was selected because it is

simple to implement and has been reported to be one of the most accurate

methods 7. This method assumes the antenna to be modeled by a parallel RLC

equivalent circuit as shown in Figure 2-5, with a series resistance representing the

losses. The input impedance of the antenna at resonance is measured with and

without a radiation shield. The radiation shield is assumed to short out the

radiation resistance so that the efficiency (r/) may be calculated as

= 1 -/_ (3-1)

where R w and R_ are the input resistances with and without the radiation shield,

respectively. Work by Newman, Bohley, and Walter s and by Pozar and

Kaufman 9 has shown that the size and conductivity of the radiation shield is not

important, but good contact to electrical ground is. To implement this method,

an aluminum cap with inner dimensions of 12 mm wide by 12 mm deep by 6.8

mm high was used. Electrical contact to the grounded copper test fixture was

ensured with both silver paint and copper tape. The input resistance of each

antenna was measured from room temperature down to 20 K with and without

the radiation shield.
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3.5.4 Gain

The gain of eachgold four element array wasmeasuredat room tempera-

ture using a horn substitution method with a standard gain horn. To do this, a

transmissionlink wasestablishedusing a radiating horn antenna and the AUT,

and the power receivedby the AUT wasmeasured. The AUT was then replaced

by a horn antennawith a known gain, and the power received by the horn is

measured.By comparingthesemeasuredpowerswith the known gain of the horn

antenna, the gain of the AUT may be found from the Friis transmission

formula1°,

2_oo (l_lr, i emP'_ = (1- Ir'l "4re" 2)4---_G'
(3-2)

In this equation, F r and F t are the reflection coefficients of the receive and

transmit antennas, respectively, and Gr and G t are the gains of the receive and

transmit antennas, respectively. Pm is the transmit power while P_: is the

received power.

as

Assuming that the reflection coefficient F r is small and writing Eqn. (3-2)

v, zgl',_ , _)- m_ _,tl_lr, I
G, (4r02 r2 '

(3-3)

we see that the right hand side of Eq. (3-3) remains unchanged when the AUT

is substituted for the horn antenna of known gain, G r = Ghom. Thus,
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and GAU T may be found as

P,,4_r _ P,_,,,
(3-4)

GAtrr = P,,4trr G_,,, (3-5)

Pr,_r_

This method could not be used for the cryogenic antennas because a horn

could not be placed properly in the cryostat. To find the gain of each HTS array,

the gain relative to its identical gold array was found by measuring the power

received at boresight and applying the Ffiis transmission formula. The AUT was

used in the receive mode and a transmitting horn antenna was used as the source.

The transmission coefficient of this link, $21, and the reflection coefficient of the

AUT, $11, were measured at various temperatures (Figure 3-6) using an automatic

network analyzer. The gain of the HTS antenna relative to the gold antenna may

then be found as

Gzrrs 1- {S u[ 2a.rs

1- {sll

(3-6)

Knowing the gain of the HTS antenna relative to the gold antenna, the absolute

gain of the HTS antenna may then be found.
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Figure 3-6: Experimental setup for measuring the gain
of a HTS antenna relative to the gain of a gold antenna.

3.6 Summary

Experimental procedures and apparatus for measuring superconducting

antennas have been presented. These methods were used to measure antenna

return loss, patterns, efficiency, and gain. In next three chapters, the design and

performance of three microstrip antenna architectures will be discussed.
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CHAPTER IV.

DIRECT COUPLED ANTENNA

4.1 Introduction

One of the simplest and most common ways to feed a microstrip antenna

is to feed the patch directly by a microstrip transmission line. In this chapter, the

performance of a 30 GHz HTS rectangular microstrip antenna that is directly

coupled by a microstrip transmission line is discussed. The chapter begins with

the motivations for using such an architecture, and then presents the design and

performance of an HTS single patch antenna. Performance parameters include

patterns, input impedance, bandwidth, and efficiency. These results are compared

with results that are expected from the cavity model. Following this, the

performance of a four element array is presented, and finally, the design and

performance of a 64 element array. In each case, the results are compared to

those of an identical antenna fabricated using gold metallization.

4.2 Motivation

The directly coupled microstrip antenna was chosen for performance

evaluation mainly because it is simple to fabricate and is commonly used. In

terms of fabrication, it is a planar architecture and all that is required is a feed

71
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line intersecting the patch area. Thus, all the microstrip circuitry including the

feed network can be printed on one side of the antennasubstrate. In addition,

the planar microstrip antenna is relatively simple to analyzeboth conceptually

and numerically.

For this work, arectangular patchwaschosen.Although manypatchshapes

have beeninvestigated,the most commonlyusedshapesare the circular disk and

the rectangular patch. The rectangular patch was chosen because its input

impedance canbe decreasedby increasingthe width of the patch.

4.3 Single Element Antennas

4.3.1 Design

The direct coupled antenna design used in this study is shown in Figure 4-1.

It is a rectangular patch with a resonant length, L, of 935/tm and a width, W, of

1630/_m. The length was selected to be one-half wavelength at the desired

resonant frequency of 30 GHz, while the width was made to be 1.75L. Narrow

widths cause the radiation efficiency to decrease and the input impedance to

increase, while widths greater than 2L cause the generation of higher-order

modes.

As will be discussed in Section 4.5, the high permittivity of the substrate

causes a very high edge impedance. To match this edge impedance requires the

use of both an impedance transformer and an inset into the patch. Thus, an inset

of 400 ktm or 43 % was used to obtain an input resistance of 100 f2 for the patch

at the inset point. Matching to the 100/_m wide 50 Q feed line was done via a
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28 ktm wide, 71 Q quarter-wave transformer. The antenna is designed for a

lanthanum aluminate substrate 1 cmx 1 cm square by 254/_m (10 rail) thick.

The dielectric thickness used is the minimum practical substrate thickness and

was chosen to reduce the generation of surface waves, while the size was chosen

because larger area HTS films were not available. A YBCO superconducting thin

film was used for the circuit metallization, while an evaporated copper ground

plane of at least 1.2/tin in thickness was used. The HTS film used for this

antenna was deposited using an off-axis sputtering technique and was obtained

commercially. The film had a transition temperature (To) of 89 K.

Figure 4-1: Physical layout of the

direct coupled microstrip antenna on

a 1 cm x 1 cm LaAIO 3 substrate.
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4.3.2 Resonant Frequency

The measured resonant frequencies for both the gold and HTS direct

coupled patches are shown in Figure 4-2 as a function of temperature. Using the

cavity model, the resonant frequency of the rectangular patch can be found from

the dimensions of the cavity. The electric field of a given mode in a rectangular

cavity of size a by b is given by

Ez = Eo cos(mnxla)eos(nxylb) (4-1)

where m and n are integers representing the mode number. Here the electric

field is assumed to have only a z-component with no z-dependance in accordance

with the cavity model 1'2. The resonant frequency is then given by

(4-2)

where er is the permittivity of the dielectric inside the cavity. For a patch

antenna, a represents the width W while b represents the length L, and the

dielectric inside the cavity is the substrate. Thus, for the lowest order (TMol)

mode the resonant frequency is given by

f, _ c (4--3)
2z ,

However, this expression predicts frequencies substantially higher than measured

frequencies. This is because the cavity model, in its purest form, assumes perfect

magnetic walls and thus does not account for the fringing fields. Several
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empirical expressionshave been proposed to compensate for this deficiency. One

such expression, suggested by James et. aL 3 is

f,1 " f,o ¢' 1 (4-4)

_/¢,(W) ¢,(L) (l+a)

where

A
= --wh[0.$82÷

+ .758+1n +1.88
2

e r r - j

(4-s)

e,(u) = -_+-_[1+1o_] -_
(4-6)

and f_ois the resonant frequency given by Eqn. (4-3).

Bahl and Bhartia 4 have suggested modifying the length of the patch by

adding on a term AL for analysis, where AL is given by

and ec is given by

AL = 0.412h .(ee + 0.3)(Mh + 0.264)

(%- 0.258)(W/h + 0.8)

(4-7)

e,+l e,-l(. 12h_-U 2 (4-8)

The simplest expression to account for the fringing fields, though, is to use the

effective dimensions 1
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L, = L + h/2 (4-9a)

W,, = W + h/2. (4-9b)

The gold antenna had a measured resonant frequency of 28.96 GHz at room

temperature. Using a value of 23 for the permittivity of lanthanum aluminate,

Eqn. (4-3) gives a resonant frequency of 33.45 GHz (15.5 % error), Eqns. (4-4)

through (4-6) give 32.69 GHz (12.9 % error), Eqns. (4-7) and (4-8) give 30.22

GHz (4.35 % error), while Eqn. (4-9) give a resonant frequency of 29.45 GHz

(1.7 % error). Thus, for resonant frequency analysis, Eqn. (4-9) was used and the

length and width of the antenna were extended by one-half the substrate height,

h to an effective length and width.

29.6 L , , t I I i t [

29.2
N

n=

28.8

28.4

Gold Measured

HTS Measured

--O-- HTS Modeled

28.0 , I _ I , I , I , I . '
0 50 100 150 200 250 300

Temperature (K)

Figure 4-2: Resonant frequencies of the single patch

antennas. HTS modeled data uses the permittivity

extracted from the gold antenna data and HTS film

parameters of T c = 88 K, lp0 = 200 rum, and t = 350 nm.
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As discussed in Chapter 1, the room temperature permittivity of lanthanum

aluminate has been reported over a range of values from 21.9 up to 24.0 and

higher, and it is becoming increasingly clear that there are variations in

permittivity between samples. A recent report s has put the value at 24.0,

decreasing by 2 % to 23.52 at 30 K. _ Because of this uncertainty in the

permittivity, the measured resonant frequencies of the gold antenna were used

to extract the permittivity using Eqn. (4-3) modified by Eqn. (4-9). Using these

expressions, the permittivity was found to be 23.81 at 300 K, decreasing by 2 %

to 23.33 at 30 K, as shown in Figure 4-3. It is important to note the slope of the

extracted permittivity curve matches exactly the permittivity curve as reported by

Konaka et. aL s. Thus it is reasonable to attribute the change of the gold

antenna's resonant frequency with temperature to a slight decrease in permittivity

with temperature. The curve reported by Konaka et. a/. s and by Miranda et. al. 6

are also shown in Figure 4-3 for comparison.

The steep change in the HTS antenna's resonant frequency at temperatures

near To on the other hand, can be attributed to a change in the magnetic

penetration depth of the YBCO. To model the resonant frequency of the HTS

antenna, it is necessary to consider the effective dielectric constant, er,cff, given by 7

for a HTS film with thickness t and substrate with relative permittivity er The

magnetic penetration depth of the film, _.p, is related to the temperature of the
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Figure 4-3: Permittivity of lanthanum aluminate

extracted from resonant frequency data of gold antennas.

Values reported by other researchers are also shown.

film and can be modeled by the Gorter-Casimir two fluid model as

i l]_p = _.m 1 -

(4-10)

where T is the temperature and T c is the transition temperature of the

superconductor. For this antenna, the HTS film had a Tc of 88 K, and a

thickness of 350 nm. The zero-temperature penetration depth, _._ was assumed

to be 200 nm, a value typical for good quality films s. Using the temperature

versus permittivity curve extracted from the gold antenna resonant frequency data

and Eqns. (4-9) through (4-11), the predicted resonant frequencies for the HTS

antenna were found and are also plotted in Figure 4-2. At temperatures
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significantly below T_, the slope of the modeled curve matches that of the

experimental curve within 1%, indicating the samechange in permittivity with

temperature asthe gold antenna, The difference in resonant frequencybetween

the gold and HTS antennascanbe attributed to a number of factors including a

slight (6 %) difference in the dielectric height between the samples,fabrication

tolerances, and variations in substratepermittivities.

4.3.3 Antenna Patterns

The radiated fields from a rectangular patch can be evaluated from the

fields under the patch and for the TM01mode are 3

IE,I=8Vo_i_ sin4_ eos4_ sinO

1 _ 1 ]_, _o _ sm_,_n_O_
(4-11)

and

I_,l =8VoSin COS sinO sinO)/c o sinO
cosO

1 sin2_ 1_ si_o _ _¢ sin_o- L_
(4-12)

The radiation pattern in the E-plane, or the plane perpendicular to the antenna

substrate and parallel to the microstrip feed line, is given by
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The radiation pattern in the H-plane, or the plane perpendicular to the substrate

and to the microstrip feed line, is given by

2

The measured E- and H-plane patterns for the antennas are shown in

Figures 4-4 and 4-5. The H-plane data shows good agreement with the cavity

model while dramatic deviations from the model result in the E-plane. This is

agreement with data from Schaubert et. a/. 9, who found that the E-plane patterns

of high-permittivity antennas are affected substantially by surface waves while the

H-plane is affected very little. Surface wave power that is generated should

radiate from the substrate at the substrate edges. However, attempts to suppress

this radiated power using radar absorbing material or to shield the substrate

edges using grounded conducting tape produced no improvement in the measured

E-plane patterns.

4.3.4 Input Impedance

The measured return loss data for the direct-coupled single patch antennas

are shown in Figure 4-6. The VSWR is less than 1.36 (2.3 % reflected power)

for all temperatures for the gold single patch, and 1.17 (0.6 % reflected power)
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Figure 4--4: H-plane patterns of the direct coupled

antenna showing co- and cross-polarizations. The

cavity model prediction is also shown.
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Figure 4-5: E-plane patterns of the direct couple
d antenna showing co- and cross-polarizations and

the cavity model prediction.
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i ,

Figure 4-6:
and HTS

START 28.2000 GHz
STOP 29.8000 GHz

Measured return loss

single patch antennas.

of the gold

at 77 K for the HTS single patch. Assuming the current density distribution on

the patch to be uniform in the y-direction (along the width of the patch) and

sinusoidal in the x-direction (along the patch length), the radiated power has been

shown to be given by 1°

el,

Vo260
2, 7 _-- ('_,_nO c_st[2 e_eH_)A( B+ C) sin0 dO (d_15)

where

a = sinc2(Wl_inO sinOI2) (.16)
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B = c°s2°sin2¢ (4-17)

(e,-_20)cot_(h_V/e,-sia2o)÷coCo

and

co620 co_O(e -sin20)
C = (4-18)

(er-Sin20)*_, eos_Ocod(/aCoVe,-sin20)

The total stored energy in the antenna is given by 3

E,= If _,_oIr, I:a"
23i;

(4-19)

Substituting Eqn. (4-1) into Eqn. (4-19), replacing E0 by the voltage at the edge

of the patch, V0/h, and integrating over the volume of the patch, the total stored

energy is

V, 2

E, = -_hnLe,% WL

The power lost in the dielectric is

(4--20)

P_=_f_ °, I_ L=_-
04 E_ 1Io2

- _f, WLc,e o tan8 (4-21)
¢r¢o 2h

where od has been written in terms of the dielectric

od = 2a'f,c,Eotan 6. The power lost in the conductor is

loss tangent,

2R s E s ¢r¢0 WL

_,,=f, I/I2R, da .... R, (4-22)
I.to h h21.to
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where 1_ is the surface resistance of the conductors. The input resistance, then,

is simply Ro = V02/2pT where Pa" = P_ + I'd + Pc- This analysis gives a patch

edge resistance R o of 1500 f_. Since the patch feed position is inset into the

patch, the value of the input resistance should decrease according to

R = cos2(Y 
(4-23)

where 6 is the amount of inset. Thus to produce an input impedance of 100 f_,

an inset of 41.7% or 390 gm is required. A method of moments simulation n

agreed closely with this analysis, showing an inset of 400 gm, or 42.8 % to be

necessary. Using Eq. (4-23) this translates to an edge impedance of 1980 f2. The

measured data, though, suggests that the inset of 400 gm used was slightly greater

than optimum. The measured Zt_ of 74 g2 for the gold patch and 85 Q for the

HTS patch at 77 K implies patch edge resistances of 1690 ff_ and 1470 g2

respectively. It should be noted that the input impedance is quite sensitive to

variations both in the patch length and the inset 6. For the dimensions used,

d2_ -2.5flhtm and dZm
db dL

- 1.1fill.tin •

4.3.5 Bandwidth and Q

Both the HTS and gold antennas suffer from very narrow bandwidths of

between 0.80 % and 1.0% (VSWR < 2) because of the high frequency, high
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dielectric constant, and low substrateheight.

from the Q of a circuit accordingto the relation

100
B.W.(%) -

The Q of the circuit is defined by

Q __

P

The bandwidth can be obtained

(4-24)

(4-25)

The Q was calculated analytically from the expressions for E s, P_, I'd, and Pc given

above. To do this, the surface resistance of YBCO films as reported by Miranda

et. 02 8 was used to find the conductor loss in the HTS antenna, while the

measured conductivity of gold as a function of temperature was used to calculate

the conductor loss in the gold antenna. The dielectric loss was taken to be a

constant 5 x 10 -5 for both antennas. In each case, the change in permittivity with

respect to temperature was accounted for. The calculated Q's are slightly higher

than the measured Q's, and thus the calculated bandwidths are slightly lower than

the measured ones. This can be explained by the shortcomings in the model,

which assumes a perfect magnetic wall. The measured and calculated bandwidths

1 1 1 1
- +- +- (4-26)

Or O, Od Oc

= 2nf_EJP_, the dielectric Q

= 2,zrfrEs/P c The total Q, QT, is

where Es is the total stored energy given by Eqn. (4-19) and P is the dissipated

power. Thus, the radiation Q is Q, is

Qa = 2M_JPd, and the conductor Q is Qc
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as a function of temperature are shown in Figure 4-7. In this figure, the

measured curves for both antennas show a decreasing bandwidth with

temperature. This is because the conductivity of the metallization improves with

decreasing temperature. In the case of the modeled curve for the gold antenna,

though, the slope is slightly negative (increasing bandwidth with decreasing

temperature). This is because the effect of the conductivity is outweighed by the

effect of the decreasing dielectric constant in the model. The modeled curve for

the HTS antenna also shows a negative slope at temperatures much lower than

To.

,¢

'x3

1.6

1.5

1.4

1.3

1.2

I.I

1.0

0.9

0.8

HTS Measured ]

Gold Measured

HTS Theory

Gold Theory

0"70 50 100 150 200 250 300

Temperature (K)

Figure 4-7: Measured and calculated bandwidths of the

HTS and gold single patch antennas.
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4.3.6 Efficiency

The efficiency of each single patch antenna was measured using the

Wheeler Cap method as described in Chapter 3. The measured efficiencies of

the single patch antennas axe shown in Figure 4-8. The I-ITS antenna

demonstrated a few percent increase in efficiency over the equivalent gold

antenna. To model the efficiency of the gold antenna, the power dissipated in

the conductors, dielectric, and radiation were calculated from the equations given

above. The efficiency of the patch is calculated by

(4-27)

The attenuation in the microstrip transmission line was calculated from Pucel's

equations as given in Chapter 2. The efficiency of the antenna, including the feed

line, is then given by

Pr 10-(_,+,,_ )/lo (4-28)
_ tl?l_M?lla --

Pr +Pd +Pc

where a c is the attenuation of the transmission line duc to conductor losses and

a d is the attenuation of the transmission line due to dielectric losses.

The efficiency of the I-ITS antenna was also modeled using the efficiency of

the calculated efficiencies of the patch from previously given equations.

However, instead of using reported surface resistance values to find the loss in

the HTS feed line, the attenuation coefficient of the transmission line was

assumed to be the same as that measured by Chorey et. a/. 12. This assumption
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--m--- Gold
HTS Model
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Temperature (Kelvin)

Figure 4-8: Measured efficiencies of the gold and HTS

single patch antennas using the Wheeler cap method.

Also shown are modeled efficiencies.

is obviously not entirely accurate because of variations in substrate parameters,

film surface resistance and critical temperature, and a 20 % difference in

operating frequency. Chorey's data was shifted in temperature to account for the

difference in T c between the films. Both modeled curves exhibit efficiencies that

are approximately 10 % higher than the measured curves. This is due to losses

that are unaccounted for in the models, including the losses in the coax-

to-microstrip transition and substrate surface roughness.

4.4 Four Element Arrays

Using the direct coupled microstrip patch as the radiating element, a four

element array was constructed. By studying the response of a four element array,

the advantages of using HTS can be seen more clearly because of the losses in
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a microstrip feed network fabricated usingnormal metals. The array, shownin

Figure 4-9, is a two-dimensional square (2 x 2) array. The feed network is

designedsothat the path length to eachelement is exactlythe same. This causes

the elements to radiate in-phase and produces a broadside radiation beam,

meaningthat the main lobe of the radiation pattern is perpendicular to the plane

of the substrate. The feed network is constructed from 50 Q microstrip

transmission lines. At each junction, a 71 Q quarter wave transformer is

employed for impedancematching. The element are spacedk0/2, or 5.06 mm

apart at the resonant frequency of 29 GHz.

Figure 4-9: Physical layout of the
direct coupled four element array
antenna.
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The resonant frequency and bandwidth for the four element arrays are

shown in Figure 4-10. The shift in resonant frequency occurs as it did for the

single element cases. However, the bandwidth is narrowed slightly due to the

effect of the feed network. Both the HTS and gold arrays showed excellent

impedance match characteristics over their respective operating temperature

ranges. The gold array had a VSWR of less than 1.3, while the HTS array had

a VSWR of less than 1.1 at temperatures below 82 K. This is shown in

Figure 4-11. The change in VSWR with temperature can be attributed to several

factors including improved conductivity of the metallization and change in patch

edge impedance.

I ! I I I
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Figure 4-10: Resonant frequencies and bandwidths
the HTS and gold four element arrays.
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Figure 4-11: Measured VSWR of the four element arrays
as a function of temperature.

Despite the severe disturbances in the E-plane pattern of the single patch

antenna, the far field radiation patterns of the four element array are quite clean

in both the E and H-plane, although some disturbances are evident at the

extreme angles. In each case the cross polarization is more than 15 dB below the

co-polarization peak, indicating very little feed line or other spurious radiation.

These patterns are shown in Figures 4-12 and 4-13.
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Figure 4-12: H-plane radiation patterns of the
four element arrays. Co- and cross-polarization

data is shown along with the pattern predicted by

the cavity model.
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Figure 4-13: E-plane Radiation patterns of the

four element arrays. Co- and cross-polarization

data is shown along with the pattern predicted by

the cavity model.
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The gain of the gold 4-element array was measured at room temperature

using a horn substitution method with a calibrated standard gain horn. The gain

of the gold antenna was found to be 9.0 dB. As described in Chapter 3, the gain

of the HTS array relative to the gold array was found by measuring the power

received at boresight and applying the Friis transmission formula. The measured

gain of the HTS antenna relative to the gold antenna is shown in Figure 4-14,

while the absolute gain of each antenna is shown in Figure 4-15. The HTS array

showed a gain of 9.9 dB at 77 K, increasing to 10.5 dB at 25 K. The half-power

beam widths (HPBW) were used to calculate the directivities, or the maximum

possible gain. With an E-plane beam width of 60 degrees and an H-plane beam

width of 46 degrees, the directivity is estimated to be 11.7 dB.

The losses in each antenna due to metallization were also estimated

analytically. From a moment method calculation, the attenuation coefficients for

a 50 Q and a 71 Q transmission line on LaA103 were found and multiplied by the

path length in the feed network for one element. This loss was added to the loss

of a patch, calculated in Section 4.3.6. This information is summarized in

Table 1. The expected loss of the gold array was found to be 1.1 dB at room

temperature and 0.72 dB at 77 K, while the expected loss of the HTS array was

found to be 0.88 dB at 77 K. The modeled loss of the FITS patch is high

because of the surface resistance values used to model the patch are from a film

with a lower T o and thus the modeled patch efficiency at 77 K is 83 % as

opposed to 97 % at 60 K. The experimental data indicates that the patch loss is
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significantly lower than the calculated 0.88 dB. It is important to note that the

HTS antenna at 77 K has a gain within 1.8 dB of the estimated directivity the

direct coupled. This remaining loss can be attributed to losses in the ground

plane, dielectric, the coax-to-microstrip transition, and surface wave scattering.

Table 4-1: Array Loss Budget

Line Patch Total Measured Implied

Loss Loss Loss Gain Loss

Gold 300K 0.88 0.22 I.i0 9.0 2.7

Gold 77K 0.51 0.21 0.72 9.8 1.9

HTS 77K 0.07 0.81 0.88 9.9 1.8

4.5 A 30 Gl-h HTS 64 Element Array Antenna

It is difficult to clearly demonstrate the advantages of HTS over normal

metals in single element antennas or even in four element arrays. Thus, a 64

element 30 GHz microstrip antenna array was designed and fabricated on a

254 pm thick LaA103 substrate using a T1CaBaCuO superconductor. This

antenna, together with an identical antenna fabricated using gold metaUization,

allowed a clear demonstration of the advantages that HTS poses in antenna

arrays.

4.5.1 Antenna design

The array was designed at Ball Communications System Division under a

NASA contract. The array, shown in Figure 4-16, is a corporate fed, 64 element
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Figure 4-16: Physical layout of the 30

GHz 64 element array antenna.

2-dimensional square array of patches. An dement spacing of 4500/zm was used

for two reasons. First, this spacing allows the entire array to fit onto a 2 inch

diameter wafer of l_aA103. Secondly, in theory this spacing causes the surface

waves component of the radiation to destructively interfere while the space wave

component constructively interferes. This is possible because the propagation

constant of the surface wave component, k_ is given by

2_
k_ - (4-29)

where _.g is the wavelength in the dielectric, while the propagation constant of the

space wave component is given by
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k_- 2_ _ 2_f (4-30)
Xo c

For a high permittivity substrate, the guided wavelength, _.g, is much smaller than

the freespace wavelength, ;t 0. In practice, though, it is very difficult to predict the

exact propagation constant of the surface waves because of the presence of the

feed network.

Each patch had a resonant length of 900/_m and a width of 1350/tm. The

feedpoint was inset by 337/_m to provide an input impedance of 100 Q. This

input impedance was matched to a 50 Q transmission line through a quarter-wave

transformer. The 63 power dividers in the corporate feed network also used 71 Q

quarter wave transformers for impedance matching.

Fabrication of the I-ITS and gold arrays was done at Superconductor

Technologies, Inc. One array was formed using 3 /_m thick gold film while

second array was fabricated using a T12CaBa2CueO8 HTS thin film. Both

antennas had a 3/_m thick gold ground plane on the reverse sides. The antennas

were mounted onto two identical test fixtures using an indium allow solder. Each

array was then wire bonded to a 1 cm long 50 f_ transmission line fabricated on

I.aA103. These short transmission lines separated the actual array from the coax-

to-microstrip transitions. K-sparkplug launchers provided RF connection to each

feedline.
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4.5.2 Performance

The measured input reflection coefficient ($11) data is shown in Figure 4-17.

The gold antenna has resonances at 30.4 GHz and 31.0 GHz at room tempera-

ture and at 30.5 GHz at 77 K, while the HTS antenna has resonances at

30.0 GHz and at 30.3 GHz. From this data, the impedance bandwidth

(VSWR < 2) is seen to be 2.3% for the gold antenna and 1.7% for the HTS

antenna. The multiple resonances are due to reflections on the feed network and

from variations in the actual patch sizes.

S 11 log MAG
REF 0.0 dB

s.o dB/ --O-- Gold 290 K
Gold 77 K
HTS 77 K

R | i | i !

@-

Figure 4-17: Measured reflection coefficient (Sll) data
for the 64 element arrays.
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The measured radiation patterns of the HTS antenna are shown in Figures

4-18 and 4-19. The patterns follow the cavity model predictions very closely. The

E-plane pattern shows the first sidelobe level at the expecte d 13 dB below the

main lobe while the H-plane pattern has shows sidelobe levels that are slightly

higher than expected, at 10 to 11 dB below the main lobe, The slight skewing in

the main lobe of both patterns is due to either asymmetry in the test fixture or

to a slight miscalibration in the exact boresight position.
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4-18: H-plane patterns of the 64 element HTS
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Figure 4-19: E-plane patterns of the 64 element HTS

array.

The gain of the gold antenna was measured at resonance and on boresight

and found to be 15.6 dB, with a 3 dB beamwidth of 13 degrees. From this, the

gain of the HTS antenna was found by measuring transmission coefficient (S2t)

in a transmission link as described in Chapter 3. At 77 K, the HTS antenna was

found to have a gain 4.7 dB higher than the gold antenna at room temperature,

for a gain of 20.3 dBi. From the half-power beam widths, the maximum

directivity of the antenna was found to be 22.2 dBi. Thus, the _ array has a

total loss of 1.9 dB. This loss can be explained by the attenuation in the 1 em

gold feedline, losses in the gold ground plane, and surface wave losses. From the

attenuation in the feed network, we would expect the gold loss to have about

3.8 dB more loss than the HTS antenna. Thus, the measured gains agree quite



well with the loss models.

is shown in Figure 4-20.
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The gain of the HTS array relative to the gold array

6 G_rrs

-lO
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Figure 4-20: Gain of the HTS antenna relative to

the gold antenna.

The superb performance of this array demonstrates clearly the advantages

that HTS may have for microwave or millimeter wave antennas. Despite the high

permittivity substrate, excellent radiation patterns and gain characteristics were

obtained.

4.6 Summary

A direct coupled microstrip antenna architecture has been investigated for

HTS antennas. Measurements on a single patch antenna showed a good match

and reasonable radiation patterns although the E-plane pattern suffered from

surface wave scattering. A slight improvement over an identical gold antenna was

noted in the efficiency. A four element array constructed using the same

7
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radiating element design showed excellent radiation pattern and gain

characteristics. The gain of the HTS antenna at 77 K was found to be 0.9 dB

higher than the gold antenna. A 64 element HTS array was also measured and

at 77 K was found to have a gain 4.7 dB higher than an identical gold array at

room temperature.
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CHAPTER V.

GAP COUPLED ANTENNA

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, a direct coupled antenna was investigated. In this

chapter, a second planar architecture is considered. Instead of having a

microstrip transmission line directly comact the edge of the patch, a coupling gap

was employed. In this chapter, the performance of a 26 GHz HTS circular disk

microstrip antenna that is gap coupled to a microstrip transmission line is

discussed. The chapter begins with the motivations for using such an architecture,

and then presents the design and performance of an HTS single patch antenna.

Performance parameters include patterns, input impedance, bandwidth, and

efficiency. These results are compared with results that are expected from the

cavity model FoUowing this, the performance of a four element array is

presented. The chapter concludes with an investigation of a gap coupled annular

ring antenna. In each case, the results are compared to those of an identical

antenna fabricated using gold metallization.

104
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5.2 Motivation

The gap coupled microstrip antenna was chosen for performance evaluation

because of the high edge impedance of patch antennas fabricated on LaAlO 3.

The gap allows for a impedance match that is rather simple. Instead of using

impedance transformers such as a quarter wave transformer, or insetting the

feedpoint into the patch interior, all that is required is a gap between the end of

the transmission line and the patch antenna. In addition, it also has the

fabrication and analytical advantages associated with the simplicity of a planar

architecture.

A circular patch was chosen for the gap coupled antenna. Although the

properties of rectangular and circular patches are quite similar, the rectangular

patch antenna has the property that the edge impedance increases as the width

is decreased. For gap coupling, a high edge impedance is desirable so that a

wider gap may be used. Looking at this conceptually, for a given gap size, a

smaller patch area can be coupled more strongly to a transmission line than can

a larger patch area. However, the radiation efficiency of a rectangular patch

decreases with decreasing width. Thus, for a rectangular patch, the coupling is

achieved at the expense of radiation efficiency. A circular patch, on the other

hand, eliminates this degree of freedom since only the radius may be changed.

In addition, for a given frequency, the area of a circular patch is less than the

area of a rectangular patch unless W - L.
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Figure 5-1: Physical layout of the
gap coupled microstrip antenna on a

1 cm x 1 cm LaAIO 3 substrate.

5.3 Single Element Antennas

5.3.1 Design

The gap coupled antenna design used in this study is shown in Figure 5-1.

It is a circular patch with a radius of 610/_m and is coupled to the 50 g) trans-

mission line via a 15/tm wide capacitive gap. The antenna is designed for a

lanthanum alurninate substrate 1 cmx 1 cm square by 254 gm (10 rail) thick.

The dielectric thickness used is the minimum practical substrate thickness and

was chosen to reduce the generation of surface waves, while the size was chosen

because larger area HTS films were not available. A YBCO superconducting thin

film was used for the circuit metallization, while an evaporated copper ground

plane of 1.6 gm in thickness was used. The HTS film used for this antenna was
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deposited using a pulsed-laser deposition (PLD) method and had a relatively low

T c of 84.5 K. An identical circuit was also fabricated using silver and gold

metallization.

5.3.2 Resonant Frequency

The resonant frequency of the circular patch can be found analytically from

the dimensions of the cavity comprised of the disk and ground plane using the

cavity model. The discussion below follows the work of Bahl and Bhartia 1.

Assuming the cavity to be free of current sources, the Helm_holm equation is v2E

+ lq_2E = 0, where k_ is the propagation constant, lqm = 2af_e) 1/2.

Applying the boundary condition of the perfect magnetic wall, the electric field

is found to be

Ez = EoJn(kmr)cosnt b (5-1)

In this equation, Jn are Besse! functions of order n. In accordance with the

assumptions of the cavity model, the remaining components of the electric field,

E r and E_ are assumed to be zero. The H-fields can be found by a simple

application of Maxwell's curl equation and an integration over time,

ff = !----v x (s-2)
[,tO

so that
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h

Figure 5-2 :
the antenna.

Z

Coordinate system for

and

1t, = - j aEz - jn EoJ.(k,_r)sYmn4_

_opr a_ ¢olxr

(5-3)

11, = j $E_ _ Jkm EoJ.Ckr)cosngp (5-4)

At the boundary of the disk the radial component of the surface current,

K = 8 x H (5-5)

must go to zero, which implies

J,.(k_,,)= o (5-6)

This isthe condition for resonance. The integer m represents the m'th zero of

Eqn. (5-6). Thus, the resonant frequency is then given by
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2_a_/_,

where er is the permittivity of the dielectric inside the cavity and X_m are the

roots of J'n(x) = 0. For a patch antenna, a is the radius of the patch and Er is the

permittivity of the substrate. The first root of this equation corresponds to the

lowest order mode (TMxl), and is X u = 1.841. The current distribution on the

patch surface for the lowest order mode is shown in Figure 5-3.

/ )
Figure 5-3 : Current

distribution on the circular

patch for the TMll mode.

As in the case of the rectangular patch, this expression predicts frequencies

substantially higher than measured frequencies because the model does not

account for the fringing fields. Several expressions for a modified, "effective"

radius have been proposed to account for the fringing fields. The most common

expression is the one given by Shen et. aL 2,
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E I]I'22h (ln _a + 1.7726
a e = 1 + nae,[, 2h

(5-8)

A slightly more involved expression has been given by Chew et. al. s,

[ 2ha e = a 1+ (lna+(1.41e,+l.77)+h(0.268e,+l.65)
xae,[ 2h a

(5-9)

For this work the latter equation was deemed necessary since the parameters of

the antenna used do not meet the criterion given by Shen of h/a ¢ 1. The

antenna used in this work has h/a = 0.416.

The gold antenna was found to have a room temperature resonance (TM n

mode) of 25.88 GHz, while the HTS has its fundamental resonance at 26.61 GHz.

The difference in the measured resonant frequencies of the two antennas is

attributable to variations in the dielectric height between samples and also to the

fabrication process; over-etching of the HTS antenna caused its radius to be

600/am instead of the desired 610 /am. This over-etching also caused the

coupling gap to be almost twice the intended 15/am width, causing a rather

severe mismatch. Variations in substrate permittivities may also account for some

of the difference in resonant frequency. The resonant frequency data for the gold

and HTS antennas are shown in Figure 5-4.

The permittivity of gold antenna's substrate was extracted from the resonant

frequency data using Eqns. (5-7) and (5-9) and is shown in Figure 5-5 as a

function of temperature along with data from Konaka et. aL 4, and from Miranda
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Figure 5-4: Resonant frequencies of the HTS and gold

gap coupled antennas as a function of temperature.

et. a/. 5 The permittivity was found to be 22.2, decreasing to 21.73 at 20 K. The

permittivity extracted in this case differs by 7% from that reported by Konaka 4.

However, as in the case of the direct coupled antenna, the slope of the extracted

permittivity curve closely resembles that of Konaka. Using the permittivity

extracted from the gold antenna, the resonant frequency of the HTS antenna was

calculated using Eqns. (5-7) and (5-9) and Eqns. (5-9) and (5-10) from Chapter 4

to account for the effect of the magnetic penetration depth. In this case, the

film's T¢ of 84.5 K and thickness of 350 ram, and an estimated zero temperature

penetration depth, _.po, of 200 nm was used. This modeled resonant frequency

curve is also plotted in Figure 5-4.
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5.3.3 Antenna Patterns

The radiated fields from a rectangular patch can be evaluated by integrating

the equivalent magnetic current, M = 2E z ¢ over the aperture of formed between

the disk and ground plane. The far field patterns in the TM11 mode are then

given by6

[Jo(A)_.t2(A)] (S-lO)
Sto r

and

Ee = _in _Voae-J_" [jo(A)+J2(A)]cos{} eosn_ (5-11)
_0 r
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where A -- koa sin 9. In the E-plane, _ = 0° and the far field is just E e, while

in the H-plane, _ = 90° and the far field is Ee. The measured E- and H-plane

patterns for the antennas are shown in Figures 5-6 and 5-7. As demonstrated in

the case of the direct coupled antenna, the H-plane data shows good agreement

with the cavity model while dramatic deviations from the model resuit in the

E-plane. A considerable mount of effort was expended attempting to trace the

effects of the perturbations in the E-plane. Shielding tape and radar absorbing

material at the substrate edges did not change the pattern. To verify that

radiation from and around the coupling gap was not causing these disturbances,

a gold ribbon bond wire of the same width as the microstrip feedline was

connected across the coupling gap, effectively shorting it out. This did not

substantiaUy change the E-plane pattern either.

5.3.4 Input Impedance, Q, and Bandwidth

The return loss characteristics of the gap-coupled antennas are shown in

Figure 5-8. The gold single patch shows an excellent match with a VSWR of less

than 1.1 (0.2 % reflected power), while the HTS patch was severely

under-coupled because of the wider than expected coupling gap. The HTS had

a VSWR of 2.3, or 16 % reflected power. Because of the presence of the

coupling gap, the input resistance of the patch could not be ascertained directly.

However, it may be estimated quite well using the measured Q. The loaded Q

of the antenna is found by curve fitting the measured reflection coefficient data,

as described in Chapter 2. By finding the return loss at resonance and at
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Figure 5-6: H-plane radiation patterns of the

circular gap coupled single patch antenna. Co- and

cross-polarization data is shown along with the cavity

model prediction.
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Figure 5-7: E-plane radiation patterns of the
circular gap coupled single patch antenna. Co- and
cross-polarization data is shown along with the cavity

model prediction.
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Figure 5-8: Measured return loss of the gap

single patch antennas.

coupled

frequencies far from resonance, the series coupling loss cr and coupling coefficient

x Can be calculated so that the Q of the patch independent of the feed line and

coupling gap may be found. Modeling the patch as a parallel RLC circuit, the

unloaded Q of the patch can be expressed in terms of the model parameters as

QT =R
(5-tz)

while the resonant frequency is given by
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I
f, - (5-13)

2_¢IP

Substituting Eqn. (5-12) into Eqn. (5-13) and eliminating the inductance L, the

input resistance can be found as

Rm _ Qr (5-14)
2nfrC

The expression for the capacitance of a microstrip disk, given by Chew et. aL 3,

C- ae2ner% (5-15)

h

where a¢ is given by Eqn. (5-9), was used along with the measured Q and the

substrate permittivity values extracted from the resonant frequency data. The

input resistance of the gold patch was found to be 329 f_ at 300 K increasing to

383 f_ at 20 K while the HTS antenna was found to have an input impedance of

340 f_ at 77 increasing to 393 f_ at 20 K. Using Eqn. (5-13) and the calculated

capacitance values, the inductance of the equivalent circuit can also be found so

that all parameters of the equivalent circuit are known, save the series loss.

These values are summarized in Table 5-1.

The cavity model may also be used to approximate the Q of the patch ana-

lytically, and thus the input resistance. The expressions given below are those

presented by Bahl and Bhartia 1. The total Q of the patch is defined as
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Table 5-i: Equivalent Circuit Parameters

Circuit R (n) C (pF) L (pH)

Gold, 300 K

Gold, 20 K

329 1.28 30.0

383 1.25 29.9

HTS, 77 K 340 1.22 29.6

HTS, 20 K 393 1.22 29.4

2=f, E r
Qr - (5-16)

Pr

where PT = Pr + Pd + Pc is the total power dissipated in the antenna by

radiation, dielectric loss, and conductor loss, and E r is the total stored energy.

The total stored energy is given by

hE°2,j,2(ka) [(ka) 2 - 1]e (5-17)

The radiated power is one-half the integral of the complex Poynting vector since

power is radiated through the upper half-space only. Thus,

+I%1 r2_mOdOd_ 5"15)

where E o and E_ are given by Eqns. (5-10) and (5-11). This expression must be

evaluated numerically. The power lost in the patch and ground plane conductors

is given by I2R/2, or
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Pc = 2-_f s IK 12dS (5-19)

where K is the surface current density and R_ is the surface resistance. The

integral can be evaluated to give

0.40456_Eo2

(o_) 2

(5-20)

The dielectric loss is given by the integral of the electric field inside the cavity,

or

¢ae....tanbf ft. E*dV = 8.05xlO-ShtanbEo2/f (5-21)
P,t- 2 Jv

Using these equations, the Q and input resistance of each patch was

calculated and is shown in Figure 5-9. As in the case of the direct coupled

antenna, the surface resistance of YBCO films as reported by Miranda et. aL lo

was used to find the conductor loss in the HTS antenna, while the measured

conductivity of gold as a function of temperature was used to calculate the

conductor loss in the gold antenna. The dielectric loss was taken to be a constant

5 x 10-5 for both antennas. The change in permittivity and operating frequency

with respect to temperature was also accounted for. The modeled resistances

show values that are two to three times higher than the measured values. This

is mostly the result of two factors, namely the cavity model assumes a perfect
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magnetic wall (no fringing) which is dearly not the case in this instance and,

secondly, it makes no provisions for the power lost as surface waves.

(1)
c.)
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Figure 5-9: Measured and modeled input resistance of

the gold and HTS single patch antennas.

Both the I-ITS and gold antennas suffer from very narrow bandwidths of

between 0.80 % and 1.1% (VSWR < 2) because of the high frequency, high

dielectric constant, and low substrate height. In the case of the gold antenna, the

bandwidth was measured directly from the return loss data. This could not be

done for the HTS antenna because of the mismatch; the return loss never dipped

below VSWR = 2. Thus, the bandwidth was obtained from the O according to

the relation
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B.W.(%)- 100 (5-22)

The bandwidths of the antennas were also calculated analytically. As described

in the previous section, the modeled Q's are significantly higher than the

measured Q's, and thus the calculated bandwidths are significantly lower than the

measured ones. The measured and calculated bandwidths as a function of

temperate are shown in Figure 5-10. In both the modeled and measured

bandwidth curves, the bandwidth decreases as a function of temperature because

of the reduced losses in the antenna.
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Figure 5-10: Measured and modeled bandwidths of the gap

coupled single patch antennas. The bandwidth of the HTS

antenna was obtained from the measured Q.
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5.3.5 Efficiency

The efficiency of each single patch antenna was measured using the

Wheeler Cap method as described in Chapter 3. The measured efficiencies of

the single patch antennas are shown in Figure 5-11. The I-ITS antenna

demonstrated a few percent increase in efficiency over its equivalent gold

antenna. The efficiencies of both the gold and the HTS antenna were found to

be quite low. The HTS antenna had a maximum efficiency of 71% while the

gold antenna showed a maximum of 63 %. To model the efficiency of the gold

antenna, the power dissipated in the conductors, dielectric, and radiation were

calculated from the equations given above. The efficiency of the patch is

calculated by

P
• (5-23)

rle_'h = P• + Pa + Pc

The attenuation in the microstrip transmission line was calculated from Pucel's

equations as given in Chapter 2, using the measured conductivity of evaporated

gold. The efficiency of the antenna, including the feedline, is then given by

P
, 10-('_c**a)/l° (5-24)

rl,._,_ = P, + Pa + Pc

where a c is the attenuation, in dB, of the transmission line due to conductor

losses and ad is the attenuation of the transmission line in dB due to dielectric

losses.
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Figure 5-11: Measured and modeled efficiencies of the

single patch gap coupled antennas.

The efficiency of the HTS antenna was also modeled using the calculated

efficiencies of the patch from previously given equations. However, instead of

using reported surface resistance values to find the loss of the HTS feedline, the

attenuation coefficient of the transmission line was assumed to be the same as

that measured by Chorey et. a/. 7. This assumption is obviously not entirely

accurate because of variations in substrate parameters and film surface resistance

and critical temperature, and a 25 % difference in operating frequency. Chorey's

data was shifted in temperature to account for the difference in T c between the

films. Both modeled curves exhibit efficiencies that are significantly higher than

the measured curves. The differences shown seem to be too large to be

accounted for by losses such as those in the coax-to-microstrip transition and
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substrate surface roughness, indicating that the models used may not accurately

characterize the losses. It is not clear how surface wave efficiency affects the

efficiency of the patches. Because the surface wave component is diffracted at

the substrate edges to become radiated power, the efficiency measured by the

Wheeler cap method should not measure the degradation due to surface wave

losses.

5.4 Four Element Arrays

A four element array was constructed using the gap coupled circular patch

as the radiating element. The array, shown in Figure 5-12, has all four elements

fed in-phase to produce broadside radiation. The elements are spaced 5.8 mm

apart, or _0/2 at the resonant frequency of 26 GHz. Fabrication tolerances were

controlled more tightly than in the case of the single patch antennas, so that the

gap sizes are quite uniform at 15/_m. The feed network is constructed from

50 f_ microstrip transmission lines, and 71 Q quarter wave transformers are

employed for impedance matching at each junction.

The resonant frequency and bandwidth for the four element arrays are

shown in Figure 5-13. The shift in resonant frequency occurs as it did for the

single element cases. However, the bandwidth is narrowed slightly due to the

effect of the feed network. Both the HTS and gold arrays showed good return

loss characteristics over their respective operating temperature ranges. The gold

array had a VSWR of less than 1.42 (3.0 % reflected power) over the entire

operating temperature range, while the I-ITS array had a VSWR of less than 1.18
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! !

Figure 5-12: Physical layout of the gap

coupled four element array.

(0.7 % reflected power) at temperatures below 85 K. This data is shown in

Figure 5-14.

As in the case of the direct coupled antenna, the fax field radiation patterns

of the four element array axe quite clean in both the E and H-plane, despite the

disturbances in the single element E-plane pattern. Minor variations from the

predicted patterns are evident at the extreme angles. In each case the cross pol-

arization is more than 13 dB below the co-polarization peak, indicating very little

feedline or other spurious radiation. These patterns axe shown in Figures 5-15

and 5-16.

The gain of the gold 4-element array was measured at room temperature

using a horn substitution method with a calibrated standard gain horn. The gain

of the gold antenna was found to be 9.0 dB. As described in Chapter 3, the gain
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Figure 5-15: H-plane radiation patterns of the gap

coupled four element arrays, showing co- and cross-
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of the HTS array relative to the gold array was found by measuring the power

received at boresight and applying the Friis transmission formula. The measured

gain of the HTS antenna relative to the gold antenna is shown in Figure 5-17,

while the absolute gain of each antenna is shown in Figure 5-18. The HTS array

showed a gain of 10.7 dB at 77 K, increasing to 11.1 dB at 20 K. The gain of

gold array increased from 9.0 dB at room temperature to 9.85 dB at 77 K and

10.13 dB at 20 K. The half-power beam widths (HPBW) were used to calculate

the directivities, or the maximum possible gain. With an E-plane beam width of

59 degrees and an H-plane beam width of 50 degrees, the directivity is estimated

to be 11.5 dB.
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In addition to the experimental data, the losses in each antenna due to

metallization were also estimated analytically. From a moment method calcula-

tion, the attenuation coefficients for a 50 f_ and a 71 _ transmission line on

LaA103 at 25 GI-h were found and multiplied by the path length in the feed

network for one element. This loss was added to the loss of a patch, calculated

in Section 5.3.5. This information is summarized in Table 1. The expected loss

of the gold array was found to be 2.75 dB at room temperature and 1.63 dB at

77 K, while the expected loss of the HTS array was found to be 5 dB at 77 IC

In the case of the HTS antenna, the loss is substantially more than the measured

loss because the surface resistance value used to model the HTS patch was quite

high at 77 K, resulting in a modeled patch efficiency of 30 %. Measurements of
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high at 77 K, resulting in a modeled patch efficiency of 30 %. Measurements of

the HTS four element array show a loss (Directivity - Gain) of 0.8 dB at 77 K.

Table 5-2: Array Loss Budget

Circuit Line Patch Total Measured Implied
Loss Loss Loss Gain Loss

Gold 300K 0.75 1.99 2.0 9.0 2.7

Gold 77K 0.44 1.19 1.6 9.8 1.9

HTS 77K 0.035 5.0 5.0 10.7 0.8

5.5 A K-Band Superconducting Annular Ring Antenna

Annular ring antennas have been investigated by many researchers as an

alternative to the typical rectangular or circular shaped antennas 8'9'1°. In the TM n

mode, the ring has a very narrow bandwidth. However, in the higher-order TM_2

mode, the ring antenna has been shown to have a significantly higher bandwidth

and a slightly higher gain than a circular disk or rectangular microstrip

antenna _°'u. The mode excited on the ring is dependent upon the choice of

annulus radii.

The geometry of the annular ring microstrip antenna used in this investi-

gation is shown in Figure 5-19. The antenna substrate is lanthanum aluminate.

The inner radius a is 1.36 nun and the outer radius b is 2.64 ram. These

dimensions were chosen for a TM12 mode operation in the K-band. The substrate

thickness, h, was chosen to be the minimum practical thickness of 254/tin to
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Figure 5-19: Geometry of the annular ring

antenna. Parameters are a = 1.36 mm, b =

2.64 mm, w = 0.1 ram, and gap size g = 15 gm.

reduce surface wave generation. The antenna is capacitively gap-coupled to a

100/tin wide 50 f_ microstrip line via a 15 ¢tm wide gap. The HTS thin film was

deposited by a laser ablation process 12 and had a transition temperature (To) of

89 K. Standard photolithography and 'kvet" etching process were used for

fabrication, as described in Appendix A. A silver contact of 2500 _ was

deposited at the end of the microstrip feedline as a bonding pad. An identical

antenna was fabricated with 1.6/tin of silver for comparison purposes. Both

circuits used 1.6/_m of evaporated silver as ground planes.

The antennas had a fundamental (TM n mode) resonance at 5.52 GHz and

the higher-order TM12 mode resonance at 21.65 GHz. The resonant frequencies

of annular rings are found by solving 13
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j: (ka)r', (_) - J'. (_,) r'_ (/ca)=0 (5-25)

where k = 2_/_. It has been shown 14 that good agreement between predicted

and experimental values can only be obtained by using an effective dielectric

constant ecff and modified radii of:

ac = a- (3/4)h

b_ = b + (3/4)h

For this work, a value of 20 for Eele gave agreement within 2% for all measured

resonances. The computed and measured resonant frequencies of the first few

resonances are given in Table 5-3.

Table 5-3: Measured and Calculated

Resonant Frequencies

Mode Fmeas Fcalc % Error

TMII

TM21

TM31

TM41

TMsI

TMI2

5.52

10.61

15.35

19.79

24.08

21.65

5.46

10.65

15.44

19.89

24.14

21.70

I.I0

0.38

0.58

0.50

0.25

0.23

For pattern measurements, the antennas were mounted in a brass test

fixture with a 2 cm long microstrip line on alumina separating the K-connector

launcher from the antenna. Wire bonds provided RF connections. The H-plane

antenna pattern for the TM12 mode is shown in Figure 5-20 while the E-plane

antenna pattern is shown in Figure 5-21. These patterns compare quite well with

the patterns predicted by the cavity model as given by Lee and Dahele 14 (also
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shown in Figures 5-20 and 5-21). Deviations of the experimental data from the

predicted patterns in the H-plane are due to the finite ground plane, surface

waves,and scattering from the test fixture, while deviations in the E-plane are

due mainly to surfacewavesY

The efficiency of these antennaswere measured using the Wheeler Cap

method as described in Chapter 3. The measured efficiencies are shown in

Figure 5-22 as a function of temperature. The HTS antenna is seen to surpass

the performance of the metal antenna at temperatures below 80 K, reaching a

peak efficiency of 74%. A 5% increase in performance of the HTS antenna is

seenover the silver at 77K, and 10%is seenat 20 K, due to the lower conductor

lossesof the HTS. A substantialportion of the lost power is dissipatedassurface

waves; Pozar16showed that about 23% of the power is dissipated as surface

waves at 20 GHz due to the high permittivity of the substrate.
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5.6 Summary

A gap coupled microstrip antenna architecture has been investigated for

HTS antennas. Measurements on a single patch antenna showed a good match

is possible if a narrow (15 gin) gap is used. Reasonable radiation patterns were

obtained although the E-plane pattern suffered from surface wave scattering. A

slight improvement over an identical gold antenna was noted in the efficiency.

A four element array constructed using the same radiating element design showed

excellent radiation pattern and gain characteristics. The gain of the HTS antenna

at 77 K was found to be 1.7 dB higher than the gold antenna at room tempera-

ture and 0.9 dB higher than the gold antenna at 77 K.
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CHAPTER VI.

ELECTROMAGNETICALLY COUPLED ANTENNA

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous two chapters, two methods for feeding a planar antenna

architecture were discussed. Although these antennas had the advantages of

simplicity in fabrication and understanding, they suffered from very narrow

bandwidths of about 1%. In this chapter a two layer feeding architecture with

a greater bandwidth will be presented. This architecture, known as electro-

magnetic coupling, consists of a feed line on a lower substrate and a patch

antenna on an upper substrate. Because most of the loss in a microstrip array

antenna occurs in the feed network, the patch antennas can be printed on a lower

permittivity substrate using non-superconducting metallization while the feed

network uses HTS on LaA103. For this work, three different substrates were

used for the patch substrate: Duroid, quartz, and alumina. Both circular and

rectangular patches were used. A four element array was also fabricated and

tested using an alumina top layer. The performance of these antennas including

patterns, input impedance, bandwidth, efficiency and gain are presented. Where

possible, these results are compared with results that are expected from

137
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appropriate models. In each case, the results are compared to those of an

identical antenna which has the feed network fabricated using a gold metal-

lization instead of HTS.

6.2 Motivation

There are several methods that may be employed to increase the bandwidth

of a planar microstrip antenna. One method is to introduce losses in the

antenna. This will decrease the Q of the resonant cavity and thus increase the

bandwidth since the bandwidth is inversely related to the Q. Clearly, this is not

a desirable method of increasing the bandwidth as the efficiency will be lowered.

A second method is to use a lower permittivity substrate. As discussed in

Chapter 1, HTS can only be deposited on certain high permittivity substrates.

Thus, this method of bandwidth extension is not feasible at this point in time.

A third method is to use a substrate with a greater thickness, h. However,

a thicker substrate also causes an increased amount of power to be coupled into

surface waves modes. In particular, at 30 GHz on LaA103, a substrate thickness

greater than 530/_m will cause the TM 1 and TE 1 modes to be generated in

addition to the TM 0 mode I. A first order approximation of the bandwidth of a

microstrip antenna is given by
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4f, h
BW(%) - (6-D

1.4c_

Thus, at best the bandwidth could be doubled through the use of a substrate with

a thickness of 500/am instead of the 250/am that was used. Even then, the

performance will be deteriorated because of surface wave generation.

When multi-layer antenna architectures are used, a thicker, lower

permittivity substrate could be utilized without losing the advantages of using

HTS. One such architecture that has been proposed 2 and investigated 3'4"sis the

aperture coupled m/crostrip antenna shown in Figure 6-1. In this architecture,

a feed line on one substrate couples power through an aperture in the ground

plane into a cavity formed by the ground plane and microstrip patch on the

reverse side. If HTS was to be used in this architecture, it could be used only for

the feed network. Thus, only the feed substrate would need to be a high

permittivity material while the patch substrate could be a relatively thick, low

permittivity substrate such as Duroid. This architecture was not pursued because

of experimental difficulties: neither side of the antenna could rest against a

metallic test fixture. Resting the feed line side on a test fixture would short the

feed line to ground, wile resting the patch side on a test fixture would suppress

all radiation. At room temperature, some type of test fixture that would hold

only the edges of the substrate could well be util/zed. However, when cryogenics
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must be employed, this could not be easilyaccomplished. The problem is further

complicated by the small size of the substrates(1 cm x 1 cm) that were used.

_- ^lumma or c>/
A Quartz substrate/

/ // J_- LahlO Substrate / .//

Figure 6--1: Aperture coupled (left) and electro-
magnetically coupled (right) antennas. The aperture

coupled antenna has its ground plane between the two

substrates while the electromagnetically coupled antenna

has its feed line located there.

A second multi-layer structure utilizes electromagnetic coupling, also known

as proximity coupling. This architecture is also shown in Figure 6-1. Like the

aperture coupled antenna, this architecture also separates the feed substrate from

the patch substrate. However, instead of having the substrate back-to-back with

a common ground plane sandwiched between the two, the substrates are stacked

on top of each other and the feed line is sandwiched between the two substrates.

This method also allows the use of a lower permittivity substrate for the patch,

but the patch will see a permittivity that is a composite of both the upper and

lower substrates. This method of coupling was selected for experimental

investigation because it is quite feasible to implement. Unlike aperture coupling,
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this method has the advantage that the ground plane can be placed directly upon

a metallic test fixture in the same way that conventional planar antenna can be.

Electromagnetic coupling was first used for microstrip dipole antennas

rather than microstrip patch antennas 6. Compared to the experimental research

done on other microstrip antenna architectures, electromagnetic coupling has

been investigated very little for use with microstrip patch antennas, although a

number of theoretical papers have been published 7's'9. The experimental research

reported to date has mostly been at frequencies below 5 GHz I°'11.

Two layer architectures which utilize a microstrip patch direct coupled to

a transmission line on one substrate and a second patch electromagnetically

coupled to the first patch on a second substrate have been researched by various

investigators for conventional materials 12'13and for HTS use 14. These methods

were not considered for this study.

6.3 Single Element Antennas

6.3.1 Design

A single patch electromagnetically coupled antenna using a 254/_m thick

LaAlO 3 feed substrate (e r = 23) and a 127 pm thick alumina patch substrate

(e r -- 9.9) was first designed. The height of each substrate was kept to a

minimum so as to reduce feed line radiation and dielectric height seen by the

patch. A circular patch 760/tin in radius was used, as was a rectangular patch

with a resonant length of 1200/tin and a width of 1800/tin. The feed line was

made 6000/,tm long and 100/tm wide. Although this width is the proper value
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for a 50 f_ line on 254/am thick l.aA103, the impedance of a microstrip line

changeswhen the line is coveredby an additional dielectric, as is the casefor the

electromagnetically coupIed antenna.

an appropriate line width can be

Work by Bahl and Stuchly _ suggests that

calculated from the relation between

capacitance and characteristic impedance Z 0 on a TEM line

Zo = z/¢r_, (6-2)

Z = llCoc (6-3)

e,, = c/c o (6.4)

where ec is the effective dielectric constant, C and C O are the transmission line

capacitances with and without the dielectrics,respectively, and c is the speed of

light in free space. When the quasi-TEM mode is used, the capacitance is given

by

where

1 _ 1 f

C ne o [e,_

erltanh(_ hi) + I

e,1+tanh(l_hl)+e,:coth(13h2)

(6-5)

A = 1.6

i=

+ 2.4 Icos(13 W/2) -
(13w12)2 L

2sin(_WI2) +
(I_W/2)

sin2(l_W/4)

(_ IT'/4) 2
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h1 and h 2 ale the thicknesses of the top and bottom dielectric layers, respectively,

erl and er2 are the relative permittivities of the top and bottom layers, and W is

the width of the microstrip transmission line metallization.

Using the above relations for the material parameters used in this work, a

100 gm Line was found to have a characteristic impedance of 45 _ while a 50 f_

line was found to require a width of 70 gin. The 70 gm dimension was not used

for three reasons. First, the upper dielectric layer could never entirely cover the

microstrip transmission line because the excited end of the transmission line must

remain uncovered to allow proper a proper connection of the coax-to-microstrip

transition connector. Furthermore, the amount of transmission line left

uncovered varies as the position of the patch over the transmission line is

changed. Because the impedance of the transmission line changes at the point

where the dielectric cover over the line begins, an impedance mismatch will occur

regardless of whether the line width is 100/_m or 70/tin. Secondly, the center

pin of the Wiltron K-connector which was used for input has a diameter of

300/_m. A line width which more closely matches the diameter of this pin

creates a better electrical transition between the coax and microstrip. Finally, the

use of the line width matched to the upper substrate layer would necessitate the

use of a different width transmission line for each of the three upper substrates

materials used. For these reasons, the wider line width was employed.

In addition to the alumina patch substrate, a 127/tm thick quartz substrate

(c, = 3.8) and a 127/_m thick Duroid substrate (er = 2.2) were used. With the
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quartz substrate,a circular patch with a radius of 980/xm, and two rectangular

patch with dimensions of L = 1680 /tm, W = 2520 /tin and L = 1680,

W = 2100 pm were used. On the Duroid substrate only a circular patch with a

radius of 1210/tin was used. These dimensions are summarized in Table 1.

Table 6-1: EM Coupled Patch Parameters

Substrate Duroid Quartz Alumina

Permittivity Er = 2.2 E r = 3.8 Er = 9.9

Radius (circular) 1210 _m 980 _m 760 Gm

Size (Rectangular) 1680x2520 1200x1800
1680x2100

Metallization 17 _m Cu 1.5 Gm Au 1.5 Gm Au

The patches were fabricated on the individual substrate materials using a

normal metal. The quartz and alumina substrates used 12 nm of chrome for

adhesion, followed by 1.5/tm of gold while the Duroid substrate used 17 gm thick

copper. Both gold and HTS feed lines were fabricated. The quartz and alumina

circular patches were tested using both feed lines, while the Duroid patch was

tested only at room temperature. The rectangular patches were tested only with

gold feed lines, but were tested at both cryogenic and room temperatures. The

FITS films used for this portion of the work were deposited using an off-axis

sputtering technique and were obtained commercially. The films had transition

temperatures (Te) of 89 K.
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For an electromagneticaUycoupled antenna with the dimensions given in

Table 1, it is important to that the patch be positioned accurately over the end

of the feed line, and be held there tightly so that no movement of one substrate

with respect to the other can occur. Thus, some type of material was needed to

hold the two layers together. The holding compound, though, had to satisfy the

following criteria. First, the material could not be conductive, since this would

short the transmission line. Secondly, no material which is acidic or requires high

temperature curing could be used. Either of these conditions would result in a

degraded or destroyed HTS film. The material needed to be spread as a thin

film so that maximum coupling between the feed line and patch antenna could

occur. A minimal volume expansion coefficient was necessary so that very little

contraction would occur as the antenna was cooled to cryogenic temperatures.

Such changes could result in a cracked substrate. Finally, a compound which is

removable was desired so that the circuits could be reassembled several times for

further testing. A non-removable compound would necessitate the fabrication of

new circuits for every test.

Fingernail polish was found to meet all of the above criteria. It established

a firm bond between the layers that could be removed in acetone, was non-

conductive, cured at room temperature, and did not harm the HTS thin film.

Although the antennas tended to show some change in performance with

decreasing temperature, the effects were reversible. That is, a gold antenna

showed the same performance at room temperature before and after a cryogenic
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cycle. As will be discussed in Section 6.3.2, it is important to note that the

holding compound is not the sole source of such changes. The difference in

volume expansion coefficients of the two layers could also contribute to this

effect.

6.3.2 Resonant Frequency

The resonant frequency of an electromagnetically coupled microstrip patch

has previously been found to be a function of the position of the patch relative

to the feed lille 6'9. Thus, the resonant frequencies of the gold antennas were

measured as a function of patch position. The measured resonant frequencies for

the gold circular patches are shown in Figures 6-3 and 6-4 while those of the

rectangular patches are shown in Figures 6-5 and 6-6. Figures 6-3 and 6-5 show

frequency as a function of the patch overlap in the y-direction while Figures 6-4

and 6 show frequency as a function of patch overlap in the x-direction. In these

plots, the quartz rectangular patch with the larger width is referred to as

"Quartz 1" while the quartz rectangular patch with the smaller width is referred

to as "Quartz 2". Directions and overlap are defined in Figure 6-2.

The measured data in the y-direction shows the resonant frequency

increasing as the mount of feed line covered by the patch increases. This is

consistent with results from a method of moments analysis as reported by Splitt

and Davidovitz 9, and with measured data at lower frequencies on PTFE reported

by Roy et. all1 In the x-direction, the frequency also increases as the feed is

moved towards the center of the patch. As one would expect, the resonant
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Figure 6-2: Definition of directions and
overlap for the circular patches. The
same definition applies for the

rectangular patches with the resonant

dimension in the y-direction.

frequency curve is symmetric around the center (y-axis). In either case, the

frequency change is due to a perturbation of the field under the patch as a result

of the presence of the feed line. The measured data for the circular patch on the

alumina substrate shows a substantial amount of scatter. This is due to errors in

accurately positioning the patch over the end of the feed line. Because the

alumina patch is quite small, small deviations from proper position translate into

a relatively large error in the percentage of overlap. To estimate the frequency

of the two layer patch antennas analytically, the two dielectric layers were treated

as a single dielectric layer with an equivalent permittivity, E_q. This equivalent

permittivity was found using a static capacitor model based upon the relative

permittivity and thickness of each layer,
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3¢1e2 (6-7)

era/- 2_1+e2

where q is the permittivity of the upper, patch substrate, and q is the permittivity

of the lower, LaAIO3, feed substrate. This model gives an equivalent permittivity

of 5.5 for Duroid, 8.6 for quartz, and 16.0 for I_zA103. The resonant frequency

of the patches is then found from cavity model expressions as given in Chapter

4 and 5 and repeated here. For rectangular patches,

fr - ¢

2(L*h]2) eV/_ (6-8)

while the resonant frequency of the circular patches were found from

1.841c
f,. - (6-9)

2r_ae

where

ae =a[l + 2h (ina h(.268%q+l.65))]112(6"10)_a¢------_ 2"h + 1.41e,_ + 1.77 + -a

Using these models gave results which deviated from measured frequencies by as

much as 23 %. This in not entirely unexpected. The cavity model assumes an

electric field which is invariant in the z-direction. Clearly this condition does not

hold true when two different dielectrics fill the cavity. The analytical results were

found to be substantially closer to the measured values when no compensation

(effective dimensions) for the fringing fields were used. These results are
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summarizedin Table 2. In this table, the measuredvaluesshownare thosewhen

the patch is centered over the end of the feed line (50 % overlap). It is

important to note that a small air gap between the layers can also substantially

changethe effective permittivity seenby the patch radiators. In sucha case,the

effective permittivity seenby the three layer systemis given by

hele2¢3 (6-11)

hle2¢3+ h2%% + ele 2

where h is the total dielectric height, h 1, h 2, and h 3 are the heights of the feed

substrate, air gap, and patch substrates, respectively, and 61, 62, and 63 are the

permittivities of the feed substrate, air gap, and patch substrates, respectively. If

an air gap of 2 :+m exists, the effective permittivity when an alumina patch

substrate is used decreases from 16.0 to 14.8.

Table 6-2: Measured & Calculated Resonant Frequencies

Patch fmeas.

Rect. Alumina

Rect. Quartz 1

Rect. Quartz 2

Circular Alumina

fealc.

Fringing

fcalc.

No Fring.

Circular Quartz 30.00 25.78 30.59

Circular Duroid 30.35 26.52 30.98

29.63 27.34 30.45

30.82 26.96 31.25

31.04 26.96 31.25

30.70 23.73 28.91
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The resonant frequency performance of the alumina and quartz based

circular and rectangular patch antennas at cryogenic temperatures is shown in

Figure 6-7. The Duroid patch could not be used at low temperatures because it

could not be held fiat over the feed substrate at low temperatures as the substrate

tends to curl. The performance of the antennas using an HTS feed line was

investigated only for the circular patches.
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Temperature (K)

Figure 6-7: Resonant frequency of the EM coupled

patches as a function of temperature. Data using

circular patches with HTS feed lines are also

shown.

Most of the resonant frequency curves of the gold antennas in Figure 6-7

are relatively fiat with respect to temperature. The exception is the circular

alumina patch, which changes by almost 3 %. This mount of change cannot be

attributed to the change in permittivity of LaA103 with temperature. Using

Eqn. (6-9), a change of 11% in the permittivity of LaA103 would be required,
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where as published reports 16have shown a change of only 2 % over this temper-

ature range. The shift in resonant frequency is more likely due to small shifts in

the position of the two substrates relative to each other, which occur as a result

of contraction with cooling. The antennas with HTS feed lines are also quite fiat

and show only a very small change in frequency at temperatures around T_, unlike

the direct and gap coupled antennas. This is because only the feed line, not the

resonator (patch), is made from HTS.

6.3.3 Antenna Patterns

The E- and H-plane patterns of the alumina rectangular patch and of the

three (alumina, quartz, and duroid) circular electromagnetically coupled patches

were measured are shown in Figures 6-8 through 6-11. The expected radiated

field patterns can be evaluated from the fields under each patch and have been

given in Chapter 4 for the rectangular patch, and in Chapter 5 for the circular

patch. The H-plane data shows good agreement with the cavity model and no

substantial differences are seen between the H-plane patterns of the various

antennas; all show similar deviations from the predicted curves. In each case, the

cross polarization is at quite low levels of at least 10 dB below the peak. As

demonstrated by other researchers 17and shown in the case of the direct and gap

coupled antennas, dramatic deviations from the model occur in the E-plane. The

electromagneticaUy coupled antenna is no exception and the E plane patterns

showed scallops in the patterns even for the antenna using the low permittivity

Duroid as its top dielectric layer.
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6.3.4 Input Impedance

The input impedance of an electromagnetically coupled patch is a function

of the patch position relative to the feed line. The cavity formed by the patch,

ground plane, and magnetic walls is excited by the feed line, which functions as

a probe. Thus, the coupling of the patch to the feed line can be adjusted to its

optimum value by changing their relative position. The measured VSWR data

for the circular patches are shown in Figures 6-16 and 6-17 as a function of patch

position in x and y directions, respectively, while Figures 6-18 and 6-19 show the

same for the rectangular patches.

Although at first glance the VSWR plots for the circular patches may

appear to be randomly scattered, a closer inspection reveals the following definite

trends. First, as the patch is moved from no overlap towards increased overlap,

the VSWR increases from a high value towards 1.0. In this region, the patch is

undercoupled, and increasing the mount of overlap increases the coupling

coefficient. At some point around 5 to 20 % overlap, perfect coupling is achieved

so that the VSWR is nearly unity. As the amount of overlap increases, the patch

is overcoupled (coupling coefficient greater than 1.0) and thus the VSWR

increases. As the overlap is moved past 50 to 60 %, the coupling begins to

decrease again, until critical coupling is achieved and the VSWR goes to unity.

Past this point, the patch is once again undercoupled and the VSWR begins to

increase. In the case of x-direction movement, curves are symmetrical around the

50 % overlap position. This is to be expected since the field and current
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distribution in the patch is symmetric about this axis. In the y-direction,

maximum (over) coupling is achieved at around 60 %., meaning that slightly more

than half of the patch must rest over the feed line to achieve maximum coupling.

A second trend that is apparent in the VSWR plots of the circular patches

is in regards to the patch layer substrate material. It may be seen in Figure 6-16

that the alumina patch shows the highest VSWR's while the Duroid patch shows

the lowest. This can be explained by the sizes of the three circular patches used.

Because alumina has the highest permittivity, the patch fabricated on alumina has

the smallest size at r = 760 /tin. The patch on Duroid is the largest at

r = 1210/_m because of the low permittivity of Duroid. For a given frequency,

greater coupling can occur into a smaller cavity volume. The data in Figure 6-16

shows this effect distinctly, with the alumina patch showing maximum coupling

and a VSWR of 1.9 at 50 %, the quartz with a VSWR of 1.75, and the patch on

Duroid with a VSWR of 1.5. This effect is also seen in Figure 6-17, though not

quite as clearly. In Figure 6-17, the alumina and Duroid data end at 70 %

overlap. This is because the size of the substrates and test fixture used for this

experiment prevented further movement in that direction.

In the VSWR plots of the rectangular patch antennas the over coupling is

not apparent. In the case of the patch on alumina, Figure 6-18 shows the VSWR

decreasing as the overlap increases and then increases slightly as the 50 %

position is approached. The plot is symmetrical about the 50 % position. The

patch on quartz with the larger width, labeled as Quartz 1, never dips below a
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VSWR of 1.2in this figure,while the patchwith the smallerwidth, Quartz 2, does

slightly better. Once again, the effect of the patch sizeis evident. In Figure 6-19

the VSWR's dip slightly lower with maximum coupling occurring at around 60%

overlap. Thus, regardlessof the patch shape,two points are evident:

1). The VSWR of an electromagneticallycoupled antennamaybe adjusted
to the desiredvalue by shifting the position of the patch relative to the feed
line.

2). Any VSWR level may be obtained aslong as the physical area of the

patch is not too large.

The measuredreturn lossperformanceof the rectangularpatchesusinggold

feed lines is shownin Figure 6-20, while the performance of the circular patch on

alumina is shown in Figure 6-21 using both an HTS and gold feed line. The

return loss performance of the electromagnetically coupled antenna as a function

of temperature is rather unpredictable. For some antennas, a large change in

frequency and return loss was noted, but this was not always true. The same

return loss characteristics were obtained for repeated thermal cycling of each

individual antenna. However, once the antenna was disassembled and

reassembled, the characteristics changed substantially. This is because the

position of the patch relative to the feed line changed when reassembled, both

horizontally (x and y directions) and vertically.

Oltman and Huebner 6 noted that coupling occurs in a 3-dimensional

eUipsoidal region around the end of the feed line and were able to demonstrate
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sufficient coupling in microstrip dipoles even when separated from the feed

substrate by an air gap. The use of an air gap did not succeed in this research.

Gap sizes as small as 125 #m did not produce any detectable power coupling into

the patch. This is due to the high permittivity of the feed substrate which tends

to contain field lines very well, thus preventing significant coupling of the patch

when separated from the feed line by an air gap.

6.3.5 Bandwidth and Q

The bandwidth of an electromagneticaUy coupled antenna is dependent

upon the position of the feed line relative to the patch. Bandwidths of between

1.6 % and 4.9 % were measured. Figures 6-22 and 6-23 show the measured

bandwidths of the circular patches as a function of patch position in the x and y

directions, respectively, while Figures 6-24 and 6-25 show the bandwidth of two

rectangular patches on quartz in the x and y directions, respectively. In general,

the bandwidth curves of Figures 6-22 through 6-25 show the highest bandwidth

in the areas of maximum coupling. No significant differences in bandwidth

performance were noted between the antennas with the various patch substrates.

At cryogenic temperatures the antennas showed similar bandwidth

performance. The circular patch on alumina using a gold feed line showed

bandwidths of 1.65 % at room temperature and 1.91% at 75 K while the same

patch with an HTS feed line showed a bandwidth of 1.84 % at 77 K. The

rectangular patch on quartz had a bandwidth of 4.35 % at room temperature and
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3.45 % at 77 K, while the rectangular patch on alumina had a bandwidth of 4.9 %

at room temperature and 4.25 % at 77 K.

Analytically, the bandwidths can be calculated from the expressions given

in Chapter 4 for the rectangular patches, and in Chapter 5 for the circular

patches. The dielectric and conductor losses were assumed to be negligible in

these calculations. The model for the circular patches gave values of 1.0 %,

1.5 %, and 2.2 % for the patches on alumina, quartz, and Duroid, respectively.

For the rectangular patches, the model gave bandwidths of 2.2 % for the patch

on alumina, 2.3 % for the wider patch on quartz (Quartz 1), and 2.1% for the

narrower patch on quartz (Quartz 2).
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Figure 6-22: Measured bandwidths of the electro-

magnetically coupled circular patches as the patch

position is varied _n the x-direction.
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6.3.6 Ettieiency

The efficiencies of several of the electromagnetically coupled patches were

measured using the Wheeler Cap method as described in Chapter 3. Of the

circular patches, the quartz and alumina based patches were measured with both

gold and HTS feed lines, while the alumina and quartz based rectangular patches

were measured with a gold feed line. The measured efficiencies of these

antennas are shown in Figures 6-26 through 6-28. Each antenna with an HTS

feed demonstrated a few percent increase in efficiency over its equivalent circuit

fabricated with a gold feed. The patches on quartz were found to have a 5 %

improvement in efficiency over the patches on alumina. To model the efficiency

of the gold antenna, the power dissipated in the conductors, dielectric, and
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radiation were calculated from the equations given in Chapter 4 for the

rectangular patches and Chapter 5 for the circular patches. The attenuation in

the gold microstrip transmission line was calculated from Pucel's equations as

given in Chapter 2, while attenuation in the HTS transmission line was calculated

based upon data reported by Chorey, et. al. is. In each case, the modeled curves

exhibit efficiencies that are higher than the measured curves due to shortcomings

in the models and losses that are unaccounted for in the models.
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Figure 6-26: Measured efficiencies of the rectangular
electromagnetically coupled patches using gold feed

lines. Also shown are modeled efficiencies.
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6.4 Four Element Arrays

A four element electromagnetically coupled array was constructed using a

top dielectric layer of alumina. Initially, circular patches were used. However,

rectangular patches were substituted when the performance of the circular patch

array did not meet expectations, as wilI be discussed in Section 6.4.2. The array,

shown in Figure 6-29, is a two-dimensional square (2 x 2) array. The feed

network is designed so that the path length to each element is exactly the same,

creating broadside radiation. The feed network is constructed from 50 f2

microstrip transmission lines, open circuited at the ends to allow coupling to the

patch radiating elements on the upper dielectric layer. At each junction, a 71 Q

quarter wave transformer is employed for impedance matching. The element are

spaced ;.o/2, or 5.0 mm apart at the resonant frequency of 30 GHz. Two arrays,

identical in all aspects except for the feed network metallization, were fabricated.

One feed network was fabricated using an HTS thin film, while the second was

fabricated using 1.2/_m of gold.

The resonant frequency and VSWR for the four element arrays are shown

in Figure 6-30. The change in frequency with temperature can be attributed to

physical displacement of the substrates during the cool down cycle and factors

such a change in the permittivity. Both the gold and HTS arrays showed

excellent impedance match characteristics over their respective operating

temperature ranges. The gold array had a VSWR of less than 1.2, while the HTS

array had a VSWR of less than 1.1 at temperatures below 84 K. The bandwidth
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Figure 6-29: Layout of the electromagnetically
coupled four element arrays with circular patches

(left) and with rectangular patches (right).

of the gold array was a respectable 3.2 % at room temperature, 3.3 % at 77 K,

and 3.2 % at 20 K, while the bandwidth of the HTS array was 2.0 % at 77 K and

3.0 % at 20 K.
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Initially, circular patches were used. However, no radiation patterns which

agreed with published models could be obtained. Instead, E-plane data more

characteristic of a single element array was measured as shown in Figure 6-31,

indicating that unequal coupling from the feed network to the elements was

occurring. However, repeated disassembly and reassembly of the array produced

no improvement in the pattern. Thus, it was determined that the feed network

was producing spurious coupling to the patch, causing the patch current to depart

from the desired direction. This is possible in a circular patch because the

current has no preferred direction other than the one induced by the source. As

can be seen in Figure 6-29, feed lines which carry current at a fight angle to the

desired current direction lie in close proximity to the patches, and thus could

distort the patch current.
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Figure 6-31: Radiation patterns of the
element array using circular patches.
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To rectify this problem, the circular patches were abandoned in favor of

rectangular patches, since a rectangular patch can support a resonance in only

one direction at the desired frequency. The far field radiation patterns of the

four element array using rectangular patches are shown in Figures 32 and 33.

These patterns are quite clean in both the E and H-plane, although the E-plane

pattern does show a departure from the model at the extreme angles. In each

case the cross polarization is more than 20 dB below the co-polarization peak,

indicating very little feed line or other spurious radiation.
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Figure 6-32: H-plane radiation patterns of the

four element array using rectangular patches. Co-

and cross-polarization data is shown along with the

pattern predicted by the cavity model.
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Figure 6-33 : E-plane radiation patterns of the
four element array using rectangular patches. Co-

and cross-polarization data is shown along with the

pattern predicted by the cavity model.

For gain measurement, a second set of arrays (HTS and gold) were

fabricated and measured with the original pair. The gain of each gold 4-element

array was measured at room temperature using a horn substitution method with

a calibrated standard gain horn. The gain of gold array #1 was found to be

9.1 dB while gold array #2 had a gain of 9.3 dB. As described in Chapter 3, the

gain of the HTS array relative to the gold array was found by measuring the

power received at boresight and applying the Friis transmission formula. The

measured gain of each HTS antenna relative to its gold antenna is shown in

Figure 6-34, while the absolute gain of each antenna is shown in Figure 6-35.

HTS array #1 showed a gain of 10.73 dB at 77 K and 10.66 dB at 20 K, while

HTS array #2 showed a gain of 10.5 dB at 77 K and 10.55 dB at 20 IC The
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half-power beam widths (HPBW) were used to calculate the directivities, or the

maximum possible gain. With an E-plane beam width of 59 degrees and an H-

plane beam width of 50 degrees, the directivity is estimated to be 11.5 dB.
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Figure 6-34: Gain of the HTS arrays relative to

the gold arrays when the gold arrays are at room
temperature and at the same temperature as the HTS

arrays.

The losses in each antenna due to metallization were also estimated

analytically. From a moment method calculation, the attenuation coefficients for

a 50 f_ and a 71 Q transmission line on LaA103 were found and multiplied by the

path length in the feed network for one element. This loss was added to the loss

of a patch, calculated in Section 6.3.6. This information is summarized in

Table 3. The expected loss of the gold array was found to be 1.26 dB at room

temperature and 0.75 dB at 77 K, while the expected loss of the HTS array was
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found to be 0.33 dB at 77 K. The measured HTS antermas had a loss

(directivity- gain) of 0.8 and 1.0 dB at 77 K. The differences between the

modeled and measured losses can certainly be attributed to surface wave and

connector losses.

6.5 Summary

An electromagneticaUy coupled microstrip antenna architecture has been

investigated for HTS antennas. The antennas used HTS-compatible LaA10 a as

the feed substrate. Measurements of single patch antennas were made using

three different materials for the patch substrate. The resonant frequency, VSWR,

and bandwidth were reported for these patches as a function of position. A
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Table 6-3: Array Loss Budget

Line Patch Total Measured Implied

Loss Loss Loss Gain Loss

Gold 300K 0.82 0.44 1.26 9.1 2.4
9.3 2.2

Gold 77K 0.48 0.27 0.75 9.9 1.6

Gold 77K i0.i 1.4

HTS 77K 0.06 0.27 0.33 10.7 0.8

HTS 77K 10.5 1.0

bandwidth of nearly 5 cA was measured when the patch was positioned over the

feed line in certain positions. Both rectangular and circular patches were

investigated. Four element arrays were successfully designed using rectangular

Excellent radiation patterns and gain characteristics werepatches on alumina.

measured.
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CHAPTER Vii.

A 10 GHZ ACTIVE PATCH ANTENNA

7.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, the benefits of using HTS technology in

phased-array antenna systems have been examined. However, for HTS to be

useful in phased array antennas, active circuits such as oscillators, phase shifters

and power amplifiers, will need to be integrated with radiating elements so that

beam control and/or scanning may be realized. Because of the limited amount

of available space in high frequency arrays, some authors have suggested the use

of active patch antenna as the radiating element 1. By using active patch antennas,

the problem of rf distribution to each radiating element is minimized and space

is made available for phase shifters and power amplifiers. Alternatively, phase

control could be obtained by injection locking the oscillator.

A first demonstration of a HTS/GaAs hybrid active patch antenna consist-

ing of a hybrid oscillator on one substrate 2'3, and a feedline proximity coupled to

a circular microstrip patch antenna on a second substrate was carried out. The

patch antenna was printed on alumina (e r = 9.9) to reduce the effective permit-

tivity seen by the radiator. The performance of this active antenna was

measured at 77 K.

180
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7.2 Design

The S-parameters of the FET were first obtained by measurements at

cryogenic temperatures for use in the design of the oscillator. The active device

used in the oscillator was a low noise MESFET with a gate length of 0.25 _m

(Toshiba GaAs MESFET, part # JS8830-AS). The S-parameters of the FET for

the frequency range of 2 GHz to 26 GHz were measured over a range from room

temperature (300 K) to 40 K. Of the S-parameters, the largest change in

magnitude as a function of temperature occurred for the S21 values. This was due

to an increase in the electron's mobility at the reduced temperatures. The

variation in phase of Sn and Sz_ was the only other major change. The percent

change of the magnitude and phase of the S-parameters at the design frequency

of 10 GHz due to the change in the temperature from 300 K to 77 K is listed in

Table 7-1.

Table 7-1: Percent change of S-parameters

from 300 K to 77 K at I0 GHz

[Slll

3.4%

ZSII

16.2%

Is211

25.6%

zs21 Is121

8.4% 4.8%

ZSI2

6.2%

IS22[ ZS22

26.7% 27.1%

The oscillator was designed using simulations performed with a

commercially available software package 4 under the assumption that the drain

current would be held at Id = 10 mA, and that the temperature would be held

at 77 K. The design employed a parallel coupled ring resonator in the matching
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network off the drain for the frequency stabilization. Using the small signal

S-parameters that were measured at 77 K, the input reflection coefficient at the

drain was made very large by varying the length of the transmission lines on the

source and the gate. The selected lengths of the transmission lines from the

source and gate were 1.57 mm and 2.79 ram, respectively. Both were open

circuited lines. The ring resonator had with a fundamental resonant frequency

of 10 GHz and was used to select the frequency of operation. It was placed _.g/4

from the drain of the transistor and parallel coupled to the output transmission

line using a 40/tin wide coupling gap. The matching network, including the ring

resonator, was designed such that the magnitude of the real part of the

impedance of the matching network was less than the magnitude of the real part

of the impedance looking into the drain of the FET. The magnitude of the

imaginary part of the impedance was equal to zero at the resonant frequency.

With this criterion met, the 10 GHz oscillation will start upon proper biasing of

the FET. The output of the oscillator was taken off the drain. The physical

layout of this reflection mode oscillator is shown in Figure 7-1.

The antenna used for this investigation was a circular microstrip patch which

was proximity coupled to a microstrip feedline. The feedline for the antenna was

patterned on a second substrate for two reasons: this method allowed for the

testing of both the oscillator and the antenna separately to determine their

performance, and secondly, a HTS thin film with an area large enough to pattern

the entire circuit was unavailable.
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OSU/NASA E

Figure 7-1: Physical layout of the hybrid I0
GHz superconductor/GaAs oscillator designed
using the reflection method.

The resonant frequency of the circular antenna patch was found from the

formula s

1.841c
f - (7.1)

2_ae eV__

where a e is the effective radius of the patch

[ 2d (lna (1.41e_+1.77)+ d(o.268e_+1.65)
a. = a I+ nae,.¢l, 2d + -a

Here, a is sum of the thickness of the two substrates between the patch and the

ground plane and a is the physical radius of the patch. Because the patch was
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printed on an alumina (q = 9.9) substrate with a thickness of 254/,tin while the

feedline and ground plane were on lanthanum aluminate (e 2 = 23) with a

thickness of 508/_m, the value for the net ¢_q of this dual layer substrate to use

in Eqns. (7-1) and (7-2) was found using a static capacitor model

3ele2 (7-3)

e,_- 2e1+e_

to be 16.0, resulting in the diameter of the patch equaling 4.02 ram.

Measurements showed that a slightly larger diameter of 4.71 mm resulted in a

resonance closer to the desired frequency of 10 GHz. The resonant frequency

of the patch was tuned to match the output frequency of the oscillator by

adjusting the position of the patch over the feedline.

7.3 Experimental Details

The film used for the oscillator was a commercially purchased film

deposited using an off-axis sputtering technique and had a critical temperature

of 88.6 K after patterning. Patterning was done as described in Appendix A.

Contacts to the superconductor for the rf output and wire bonding pads were

made of silver with a gold overlayer patterned by lift-off photolithography. Wire

bonding pads were located at the bias pads as well as at the ends of the

transmission lines near the FET. The GaAs FET was epoxied onto the substrate

and wire bonds were made to the transmission lines with 0.7 rail gold wire by

thermosonic bonding. A copper ground plane with a thickness of 2.4 gm was

deposited on the backside of the substrate.
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A secondHTS thin film wasusedfor the antenna feedline. A YBa2Cu307. x

thin film was deposited by pulsed laser deposition onto this substrate 6. The film

had a critical temperature of 86 K. This film was patterned in the same way as

the oscillator into a 50 ohm transmission line that was 160/tm wide and 5 mm

in length. A silver/gold contact was deposited at the end of the feedline for

ribbon bonding, and a 2 _m copper ground plane was evaporated on the backside

of the substrate. An alumina substrate with the patterned antenna patch was

placed on top of the feedline and held in place with small amounts of fingernail

polish at the edges.

The performance of the oscillator was measured on a spectrum analyzer at

77 K by mounting the circuit in a sealed brass test fixture and submerging the

fixture in liquid nitrogen. The efficiency of the antenna together with its HTS

feedline was measured using the Wheeler Cap method as described in Chapter 3.

The oscillator and antenna circuits were then mounted with silver paint onto

a brass test fixture. The rf connection between the two substrates was made by

ribbon bonding to the contacts on the feedline of antenna and the output of the

oscillator (Figure 7-2). The test fixture was then mounted in the closed-cycle gas

refrigerator and covered with the high density polyethylene radome. An X-band

horn attached to a pivoting arm served as the receive antenna to measure the

radiation pattern of the active patch antenna in the far field as a function of

angle.
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Physical layout of the active antenna. The

on an alumina substrate placed over a

feedline on a LaAIO 3 substrate. The

patch antenna were ribbon bonded

7.4 Results and Discussion

The output power and frequency of operation of the hybrid oscillator were

measured to verify its performance before bonding the oscillator to the antenna

circuit. The maximum power attainable from the oscillator at 77 K was 11.5 dBm

at a bias of V_ = 4.0 V and V_ = 0.0 V. The sensitivity of the frequency to

temperature was -10 MHz/K at 77 K. For the active antenna measurements at

77 K, the FET was biased at Vds = 0.5 V and V_ = -0.5 V which gave a current

of I d = 12 mA. For this bias condition, the frequency of the signal was

10.082 GHz with an output power of -2.0 dBm. The efficiency of the oscillator

was 10.5 %. The power of the second harmonic at 20.16 GHz was 35 dB less

than the fundamental signal at 77 K.
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The efficiency of the antenna was measured before bonding the antenna to

the oscillator circuit. The efficiency as a function of temperature is shown in

Figure 7-3. As expected, the efficiency rises dramatically as the HTS film

becomes superconducting and then increases slowly as the temperature decreases,

due to the increase in the conductivity of the HTS feedline. This trend was in

agreement with the measured performance of HTS ring resonators. The

efficiency reaches a maximum of 87.4 % at 30 IC

The measured antenna patterns with the superconducting oscillator driving

the antenna are shown in Figures 7-4 and 7-5, along with the patterns predicted

for the co-polarization by the cavity model 7. The H-plane shows good agreement

with the model, while the E-plane deviates substantially due to surface waves and

the feedline, neither of which are accounted for in the model used. This is in

agreement with results published by Schaubert et. k s which demonstrated that

antennas on high permittivity substrates are characterized by perturbations in the

E-plane pattern. The 12 dB dip in the E-plane and the cross polarization

patterns at an angle of 15 degrees is almost certainly due to radiation interference

from the resonator and microstrip lines on the oscillator.
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Figure 7-3: Efficiency of the patch antenna as a
function of temperature measured from 30 K to 85 K.

The efficiency at 77 K was 71%.
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Figure 7-4: H-plane radiation patterns for the
active patch at 77 K, including cavity model, co-

polarization data, and cross polarization data.
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Figure 7-5: E-plane radiation patterns comparing

the cavity model with the co-polarization and also

showing the cross polarization data.

7.5 Conclusion

An active patch antenna has been designed using a circular patch proximity

coupled to a 10 GHz HTS/GaAs hybrid oscillator. The performance of this

Y-Ba-Cu-O superconducting active antenna, demonstrated for the first time,

shows how superconducting antenna technology can be integrated with active

components to form active antennas or arrays.
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CHAPTER VIII.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS-

8.1 Summary

Although microstrip circuitry has many advantages such as small size and

Ught weight, it has long been known to be quite lossy. With the advent of high

temperature superconductors in 1986, there was a flurry of ideas on how super-

conductivity could be used in all type of microwave circuits to reduce these losses.

The area of antennas was no exception, with several publications analyzing how

HTS could prove advantageous for antenna systems. The research presented here

was undertaken as a first experimental investigation of how superconductors could

be used for high frequency microstrip antennas.

The implementation of HTS thin films for microstrip antennas is

complicated by the high permittivity of the HTS compatible substrates. The

permittivity of the substrate used in this research, La_O 3, is an order of

magnitude higher than commonly used antenna substrates. This high permittivity

makes traditional feed methods quite difficult, even for planar architectures.

Coaxial feeding is difficult even at low frequencies because of the fragile nature

of the crystalline HTS-compatible substrates, and impossible at K-band and

191
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higher frequencies because of the small patch sizes. The traditional microstrip

edge feed is possible, but the feedline must be inset into the patch edge

substantially to match a 50 ohm transmission 1me.

The object of this research, then, was two fold. It was to first find practical

ways of using superconductors in high frequency microstrip antennas. This was

done by designing, fabricating, and testing microstrip antennas using three

different feeding techniques. The second goal was to investigate experimentally

the performance advantages of HTS antennas over antennas fabricated using

conventional metals. This goal was met by measuring the gains and effidencies

of single patch and the four element array antennas and comparing them to both

modeled data and identical antennas fabricated using normal metals. Each

portion of this research demonstrated the performance of such a device for the

first time.

To accomplish the stated goals, experimental procedures were first

established. A cryogenic antenna test chamber was designed, and methods for

measuring the microwave performance of the antennas were established. A way

to measure the antenna patterns of superconducting antennas was devised, and

a method to measure the efficiency of single patch antennas was researched and

implemented. Gain measurement methods for the larger array antennas were

also devised.

Three types of antenna architectures were investigated by fabricating single

patch antennas and four element arrays. A direct coupled antenna operating at
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30 GHz used a rectangular radiating element fed by a microstrip transmission

line. The 50 Q transmissionline wasmatched to the patch impedance through

the useof aquarter wave transformerand byinsetting the feedpoint almost 43 %

into the patch. The resonant frequenciesof the HTS antennawas modeled to

valueswithin 2 % by the cavity model when the effectsof the changingmagnetic

penetration depth of the superconductor were accounted for. The radiation

patterns of the single element showedgood correlation between measuredand

modeled data in the H-plane, and a rather poor correlation in the E-plane

becauseof the high permittivity of the antenna. The patterns of the four element

array followed the predicted patternsalmost exactly,showingvery effects due to

the high permittivity.

The direct coupled antennas showed good VSWR characteristics, with

return lossesof 17 to 45 dB. The bandwidths of the antennaswere found to be

less than 1.0%. The modeled bandwidths for the HTS and gold antennas

showedgoodagreementwith the measuredbandwidths. Using the Wheeler Cap

method, the efficiencies of the gold and HTS single element antennas were

measuredand found to be 0.7to 0.8for the gold antenna,and ashigh as0.89 for

the HTS antenna. The modeled efficiencies, though, were higher becauseof

lossesnot accountedfor in the models. The gain of the HTS array was found to

be within 1.8dB of the directivity at 77 K.

A gap coupled antenna operating at 26 GI-Iz was the second architecture

investigated. This antenna used a circular patch with a 15/tin gap between the
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patch and the 50 _2transmissionline feeding it. Because of fabrication problems,

the HTS antenna had a gap width of nearly twice the intended width. Therefore,

while the gold antenna showed nearly critical coupling, the HTS antenna, was

under coupled because of the wider gap. The resonant frequendes of the

antennas were found to follow the predicted values quite well.

As in the case of the direct coupled antenna, the radiation patterns of the

single element showed good correlation between measured and modeled data in

the H-plane, and a rather poor correlation in the E-plane. The four element

array followed the predicted patterns much better.

The input resistance of the single patch antenna was found by measuring the

Q of the patch. Values between 330 g2 and 400 f_ were extracted. The

bandwidths were measured to be less than 1.2 %. The cavity model did a poor

job of predicting either the input resistance or the bandwidths of the circular

patch because of shortcomings in the model.

Efficiency measurements showed radiation efficiencies of 60 % for the gold

antenna and 70 % for the HTS antenna. The predicted efficiencies, though, were

much higher. The gain of the HTS four element array was found to be 10.7 at

77 K as compared to the 9.8 dB gain of the gold array at 77 K. Modeled losses

fell in line with the measured data for the gold array, but were much higher than

measured for the HTS array. This was because the surface resistance value used

to model the HTS patch was quite high at 77 K, resulting in a modeled patch loss

of 5 dB.
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The third architecture that was investigated was a two layer, electro-

magnetically coupled antenna. This antenna useda feed line on LaA103 and a

patch on secondsubstrateresting directly over the feed line. This allowed the

freedom to use a lower permittivity material for the patch substrate. The

advantagesof using HTS would not be lost, though, becausethe feed network

could be made superconducting. Circular patches were fabricated on Duroid,

quartz, and alumina substrateswhile rectangular patches were fabricated on

quartz and alumina substrates.

Both the resonant frequency and the VSWR were found to be a function

of the patchposition in relation to the feed line and thus could be adjustedto the

desired values. The bandwidths of the antennaswere also position dependant,

and were measuredto be nearly 5 % in some instances.

The antennapatterns showedresults similar to thoseof the direct and gap

coupled antennas. No substantial differenceswere noted between the patterns

of the antennaswith different patch substrates.

Efficiency measurementswere made on several of the antennas. The

circular patcheson quartz and alumina were measuredusing both gold and HTS

feed lines, while the rectangular patcheswere measuredonly with the gold feed

lines. Efficiencies ranged from 80 % to 95 %. The antennas fabricated using

lower permittivity patch substratesshowedslightly higher efficiencies than those

with higher permittivity patchsubstrateswhile thosewith HTS feed lines showed

a 4 to 10 % increase in the efficiency over their gold feed line counterparts.
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Four element arrays were fabricated using rectangular patches. The

radiation patternswere found to be quite clean in both the E- and the H-plane,

although somedeparture from the modeled pattern was seenin the E-plane at

extreme angles. The arrayswere found to have bandwidths of 2 to 3 % and

excellent gain characteristics. Gains of the two arraysusing gold feed networks

were found to be 9.1dB and 9.3 dB at room temperature and 9.9dB and 10.1dB

at 77 K, while the _ arrayshad gains of 10.5dB and 10.7dB at 77 K.

The performance of the four element arraysare summarized in Table 8-1.

At 77 K, the direct coupled antennashowed the lowest gain of the HTS arrays.

However, at lower temperaturesthe difference in gain between the architectures

wasmuch lesspronounced, ranging from 10.5dB for the direct coupled array to

10.6and 10.7dB for the electromagneticallycoupled arrays,and 11.1dB for the

gap coupled array.

Table 8-1: Performance of Four Element Arrays

Gain Gain Gold Gain Gold BandwidthAntenna

Architecture HTS 77K 300K 77K

Direct 9.9 dB 9.0 dB 9.8 dB 0.7 - 1.1%
I

Gap I0.7 dB 9.0 dB 9.8 dB 1! 0.4 - 1.0%

EM #I I0.7 dB 9.3 dB i0.i dB 2 - 3 %

EM #2 I0.5 dB 9.1 dB 9.9 dB

were

In addition to the comparison of antenna architectures, three related topics

investigated. A 21 GHz annular ring antenna operating in the TM12 mode
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wasfabricated usingan HTS thin film on a 254 pm thick I.aA103 substrate. The

antenna showed reasonable radiation pattern and efficiency characteristics.

An active patch antenna was designed using a 10 GHz HTS/GaAs hybrid

oscillator. A circular patch was fabricated on alumina and electromagnetically

coupled to a feed line driven by the oscillator. The efficiency of the patch and

feed line was measured, as was the radiation patterns of the active antenna when

driven by the oscillator. This demonstrated the performance of an ITrs-

semiconductor hybrid active antenna for the first time.

A 30 GHz 64 element array on a 2 inch diameter I.aA103 wafer was

designed by Ball Aerospace Systems Division and tested by this researcher. The

performance of this array demonstrated the advantages of HTS over normal

metals, showing a 2 dB improvement over an identical array fabricated using gold

metallization when both arrays were at 77 K. The HTS array at 77 K showed a

4 dB improvement over the gold array's room temperature performance. This

experiment was the first demonstration of a large HTS array.

In any experimental research, the results are clouded by experimental

uncertainties and errors. In this work, several steps were taken to minimize

these. Some data were taken multiple times. This was done in the case of the

electromagnetically coupled four element arrays and the position dependance

data of the single patch electromagnetically coupled antennas. This allowed

confirmation of the results. Secondly, the network analyzer was set in the step

mode. In this mode, the analyzer phase locks on each frequency point for
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maximum accuracyand repeatability. In addition, the analyzer was programmed

to average the measured data. Thus at each frequency point the analyzer

measured the data 32 times and then present the average of these measurements.

Additionally, calibration standards were regularly cleaned and a calibration was

performed after every cryogenic run (one to two hours). Using these techniques,

the network analyzer has an accuracy within 0.1 dB.

8.2 Conclusions

From the research done, several conclusions can be drawn concerning

superconducting microstrip antennas. First of all, as was evident from the start

of this research, the high permittivity of the substrate complicates the design

process. However, the research showed that this was not as large of a handicap

as anticipated. Even though the single patch antennas showed scallops in the

E-plane radiation patterns, the four element arrays had excellent pattern

characteristics. In addition, the gain compared very favorably to the directivity

for each architecture, indicating very little surface wave losses.

The main effect of the permittivity was seen in the bandwidth of the

antennas. The two planar architectures had bandwidths of less than 1%. The

necessary bandwidth for a practical antenna depends upon the application.

However, it is safe to assume that for applications other than radar, a bandwidth

of less than 3 % will be insufficient. There are several way to increase the

bandwidth of a microstrip antenna. One method, demonstrated in this research,

is to use a multilayer architecture such as an electromagnetically coupled antenna.
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The electromagneticaUycoupled antennastested had bandwidths from 2 % to

5 %. This bandwidth could be extended by designing the antenna to

accommodatean air gap between the layers, or by using parasitic elements.

Alternatively, an aperture coupled antenna could be constructed. This would

allow the patch, fabricatedon a low permittivity substrate,to be isolated from the

high permittivity feed substrate.

A secondconclusion is that antennasdesignedon I_aAIO3will need to be

tuned experimentallybecauseof variations in permittivity betweensamples. The

effects of the permittivity differences between samples was seen repeatedly

throughout this work. The effectsof permittivity changewith temperature was

also pronounced, but in a practical application would not be as much of a

problem. This is becausethe operating temperature would almost certainly be

controlled within severaldegrees,either through the useof a refrigeration device

or direct immersion in cryogens. To tune resonant circuits, some researchers

report the use of lasers to locally destroy the t-ITS material, thereby shortening

the resonator1.

The choiceof which architecture to use in a practical antenna, then, will be

determined by the application. The two planar architectureshad the advantage

of simple fabrication, but were limited in bandwidth. The electromagnetically

coupled antennascould be adjustedquite easily for optimum VSWR and had a

bandwidth 2 to 5 times ashigh asthoseof the planar architectures. However, it

was a difficult structure to work with experimentally because of unpredictable
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shifts in resonant frequency and VSWR due to thermal contractions with

temperature. In a larger array, though, theseshifts could probably be reduced

significantly by clamping the two layers together securely. This would eliminate

the necessityof a bonding material asused in this research.

The actual application of HTS to future communication systemsis still not

clear. This researchdemonstratedthat it ispossibleto makemierostrip antennas

and arrays using HTS, and that they have increased gain over normal metal

antennas. It is clear that the four element arrays will not find practical

applications becausethe increase in gain found through the use of HTS is too

small to justify the additional complexity. However, it is a simple matter to

extend the small arraysdesignedduring the courseof this work to larger arrays.

In fact, the 64element HTS array testedaspart of this researchshoweda 4.7 dB

improvement in gain over an identical gold array.

To justify the useof HTS antennasin apractical system,one of two criteria

would have to be met. One scenario is the case where the power supply is

Umited. An exampleof this situation would be a lunar base of a Mars mission

where only a small amount of power could be generated. In this case,it would

be necessarytOconservepower, and thusHTS could be employed to reduce the

amount of wasted power. To do this, however, would necessitatethe use of

highly efficient cryocoolers so that the amount of power conserved in the

communication systemis not lost in the cooling equipment. Somestudies have
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shown that passive cooling would be possible in such missions, so that the

cryocoolerscould be dispensedwith entirely2.

A secondscenariois the casewhere the incoming signal is very weak. In

this case, the incoming signal is competing with the noise signal. Thus, it is

necessaryto haveincreasedgain and decreasednoisefigures. An exampleof this

is radio astronomy. Usually antennasfor radio astronomy are too large to be

replaced by HTS antennasor arrays. However, the feed horn could be replaced

by an HTS array. In addition, the transmission lines and LNA circuitry could

employ HTS for a lowered systemlossand noise figure.

There may also be other caseswhere HTS antennaswould be employed

strictly becauseHTS componentsneed to be used elsewherein the systemand

thus no real penalty is incurred by usingHTS in the antenna. An exampleof this

situation is very high data rate communication systemswhere superconducting

digital circuits need to be used.

8.3 Future Research Suggestions

Several areas of this research are suitable for further study. One relatively

simple study would be to investigate the performance of larger arrays for any of

the three coupling techniques investigated. This has already been done for the

direct coupled antenna. A larger electromagnetically coupled array would

eliminate some of the problems experienced in holding the two layer together for

the four element arrays as clamps could be used.
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In addition, alternative architecturescould be investigated. One of the most

promising such architecture is the aperture coupled antenna. This architecture

was not investigated for this researchbecauseof the small size and extremely

brittle nature of the substratesused. However, it may be possible to implement

this architecture ff larger substratesand special test fixtures are used.

In recent months, HTS thin films on sapphire substrate have become

available. HTS microstrip antennas on sapphire would also be a worthy research

topic. In addition to having a permittivity significantly less than LaA103, sapphire

is physically robust. Therefore, aperture coupled antennas may be quite feasible

when sapphire is used. Of course circuit design on sapphire is complicated by the

anisotropic nature of the substrate

Finally, a logical extension to this work would be to design an active

HTS/semiconductor hybrid phased array. This could be done by designing HTS

microstrip circuits such as power amplifiers or phase shifters which utilize discrete

semiconductor components. These components would be integrated into the feed

network of an antenna array to provide beam steering. As part of this work, a

start in this direction was made through the demonstration of the active patch

antenna. However, much more could be done in this field.
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APPENDIX A.

CIRCUIT FABRICATION

To pattern an I-ITS thin film, first a 1:1 negative photomask of the desired

circuit was made. The film was coated with a 2.1 lzm thick coat of negative

photoresist and baked in a 90 C ° oven for 30 minutes. The photolithography was

then done by exposing the coated film to a UV source through the pattern of the

photomask. The photoresist was developed and rinsed in De-ionized H20, and

baked in a 110 C ° oven to harden the resist. With the photoresist patterned

according to the mask, the film was then etched in 100:I:H2PO 4 for 30 seconds,

followed by a rinse in DI H20 to stop the etching. On the films deposited by off-

axis sputtering, a Q-tip dipped in ethanol was used to wipe off the haze of YBCO

left after etching.

Because the phosphoric acid etches the YBCO isotropically, over-etching

or undercutting of the film was a distinct possibility during the fabrication process

(Figure A-l). Although this did occur on at least one of the early circuits used

in the study, this was avoided during later fabrication procedures by careful

control of the etching process.

204
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C D

Figure A-l: Etch-back photolithography steps, la shows
film coated with photoresist, lb has photoresist

patterned, lc shows substrate after etching is complet-
ed. ld shows substrate when the film is over-etched.

Silver contacts were placed on the patterned films. These contacts allowed

wirebonds to be made to the HTS circuits without destroying the HTS material.

Contacts were placed by using lift-off lithography. To do this, a 3.3 #m thick

layer of photoresist was spun onto the patterned film and soft baked. The circuit

was then exposed to a negative contact mask and developed, so that only the

portion of the circuit where the contact was to be placed was stripped of

photoresist. A membrane of 250 nm of silver followed by 700 nm of gold was

evaporated onto the circuit. Lift off of the metal was then accomplished by

dissolving the photoresist in acetone so that only the contact metal remained in

place (Figure A-2).
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2a shows substrate

patterned into the
Figure A-2 : Lift-off lithography.
coated with photoresist, which is
desired pattern as in 2b. Metal is evaporated (2c), and

the photoresist is dissolved to leave only the desired

portion of the metal (2d).

To prepare for ground plane deposition, the circuit was cleaned in a bath

of boiling acetone followed by boiling ethanol. The circuit was blow-dried with

dry nitrogen. A protective layer of photoresist was spun on to the front side of

the circuit and hard baked. The circuit was then placed in a oxygen plasma

etcher to remove contaminants from the backside of the circuit. A 30 second

etch in 10:I:H20:I-IF acid completed the cleaning process. The ground plane was

deposited by evaporating 20 nm of chromium followed by 1 to 2/_m of copper.

The chrome layer facilitated the adhesion of the copper to the substrate.

The gold circuits used for comparison were, in general, fabricated using an

etch-back procedure. To do this, a substrate was first coated with 1 to 2/_m of
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gold. Photolithography wasdone in the manner describedfor the HTS films, and

the gold was etched away so that only the circuit metallization remained. A

ground plane of 1to 2/am of copper was then deposited. For circuits with very

small dimensions (15 #m or less), lift-off lithography was used with gold

metallization. This processeliminates the possiblity of overetching,but is more

time consumingand difficult to implement sucessfuUy.
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